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ABSTRACT

Religion and commerce are two concepts which give rise to divergent views when associated with each other. Nevertheless, churches are increasingly making use of commercial methods such as marketing and retailing for a vast array of purposes including fundraising, connecting with their congregation and keeping abreast of social, technological and economical changes. As such, the Christian retail industry is a booming industry which cannot be ignored. It is common practice for businesses to investigate various aspects of their target consumers in order to align their efforts to meet the consumers’ needs. Likewise, it is necessary that churches that engage in retailing conduct a thorough analysis of their target market. Furthermore, church retailers should consider the peculiar nature of their consumers, which may be influenced not only by their short-term, product-based needs but by their long-term, spiritual needs as well. This research is important as individuals who view the retailing of certain products by churches negatively are unlikely to purchase from church retailers, and may even be unlikely to consider attending the churches that retail those products. In addition, this research will provide church retailers with insight into their consumers, enabling them to structure their retailing efforts more effectively. This study investigates the attitudes of church members toward church retailing, as well as attitudes towards various types of church retail products. A series of 26 in-depth interviews were conducted for this study, resulting in each individual expressing antithetical attitudes towards the broad concept of church retailing, with more distinct positive and negative attitudes emerging following further enquiry about particular product types. Generally, attitudes were more positive towards products perceived to be more authentic with regards to the religious mission of the church, and more negative toward products they perceive to stray from it. Furthermore, attitudes towards church retailing were influenced by what individuals perceive to be the churches’ reasons for retailing, as well as the individuals or communities benefiting from the proceeds thereof. The principle inference emerging from this study is that the attitudes of church retail consumers are essential as they largely influence their likelihood to purchase and, in turn, the success of church retailers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1. INTRODUCTION

Separating religion from the social and economic matrix in which it is embedded is often difficult (Shepherd, 2004). It can be argued that religion impacts society, and society impacts religion in a cyclical relationship. Belief in religious doctrines are thought to contribute to economic performance by way of affecting individuals’ characteristics such as motivation, work ethic, and thrift (McCleary & Barro, 2006). Furthermore, religious associations can be a result of economic conditions (Weber, 2005).

As churches face decreasing financial support, a number of them make use of alternative strategies, such as retailing, to raise funds and to augment their congregations (Ford & Mottner, 2002). It is a widely held belief that the consumer is the main focus of all retailing decisions (Cox & Brittain, 2004). It is therefore prudent for church retailers, much like their traditional counterparts, to conduct a thorough analysis of their target market. The insights that would arise from such an analysis have the potential to increase church retailers’ understanding of their target market’s needs, preferences and behaviours and, in turn, enable them to refine their retail decisions accordingly.

Consumers’ attitudes are an aspect of their behaviour that tend to directly influence their intention to purchase particular products (Terblanche, 2002), and are thus likely to have an impact on the success of retailing. Thus, the gravity of consumer attitudes was considered in formulating the research objectives of this study.

This study aims to contribute to the body of research concerned with retailing in a religious setting. Although there has been a proliferation of research regarding this phenomenon, it is largely limited (Mathras, Cohen, Mandel, & Mick, 2016), particularly in a South African context. Furthermore, existing research on the topic of
the relationship between religion and consumer behaviour largely addresses the concept from the religious organisation's perspective (Nardella, 2014; Kotler, Wrenn & Rath, 2010; Parr, 2010; Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma, 2009; Shepherd, 2004; Ford & Mottner, 2002), rather than the consumer’s perspective. Consequently, the research objectives of this study were formulated in an attempt to fill the lacuna. The primary objectives of this study, outlined in more depth later in this chapter, were to explore the attitudes of church members towards the concept of church retailing and to explore the attitudes of church members towards various types of church retail products.

The remainder of this chapter commences with an overview of the problem statement and a discussion of the primary and secondary objectives of the study. Definitions of key concepts to be used throughout the study are subsequently discussed, followed by a brief discussion of the research design and methodology employed during the research process. The chapter concludes with a description of the structure of the dissertation.

1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES

Due to its significant impact on retailing success, consumer behaviour as a construct in marketing research has been researched extensively (Goodhope, 2013; Jansson-Boyd, 2010; Cox & Brittain, 2004; Varley & Rafiq, 2004; Freathy, 2003; Terblanche, 2002). Furthermore, consumer attitudes are a subset of consumer behaviour that are acknowledged to have an impact on their purchasing behaviour and, in turn, the success of business ventures (Chan & Cui, 2002). Solomon, Russell-Bennett and Previte (2013) propose that consumers’ attitudes have a direct influence on whether or not they purchase certain products.

Mathras et al (2016) acknowledge that while consumer researchers’ interest in the topic of religion has increased significantly in the last two decades, research concerning the relationship between religion and consumer behaviour remains sparse. Furthermore, while research regarding consumer attitudes in a traditional
retailing context has received significant attention, research with regards to consumer behaviour within a church retail setting is limited.

Research regarding consumer attitudes assists in the survival of traditional retailers and, as such, research regarding the attitudes of church members may possibly address issues regarding the growth and survival of church retail enterprises. This observation led to the formulation of this study’s research objectives, outlined in the next subsection (1.2.1).

The theoretical framework used to measure attitudes in this study was the tri-component attitude model; a tool widely used to measure consumer attitudes in marketing research (White & Scandale, 2016). The model demonstrates that consumer attitudes are formed through the interaction of three components, namely the cognitive, affective and conative components (Yuan, Morrison & Cai, 2008). The cognitive component refers to the beliefs and knowledge that an individual has regarding a particular subject, the affective component refers to the emotions the individual feels about the subject, and the conative components which refer to the behaviour of the individual towards the subject as a result of the cognitive and affective components (McLeod, 2014).

Consequently, the research objectives of this study, set out to guide the research process, were as follows:

**1.2.1. Primary research objective 1**

To investigate the attitudes of church members towards the concept of church retailing.

In order to present the attitudes based on the tri-component attitude model, the aim was to achieve the first primary objective by means of the below secondary objectives:
(1) To discover the beliefs and knowledge that church members have regarding the concept of church retailing. These findings would address the cognitive component of the tri-component attitude model.

(2) To discover the emotions and feelings that church members have towards the concept of church retailing. These findings would address the affective component of the tri-component attitude model.

(3) To discover the behaviours of church members as a result of their beliefs and emotions towards the concept of church retailing. These findings would address the conative component of the tri-component attitude model.

1.2.2. Primary research objective 2

To discover the attitudes of church members towards various types of church retail products.

Similar to the first primary objective, the aim was to achieve the second primary objective by means of the below secondary objectives:

(1) To discover the beliefs and knowledge that church members have about various types of church retail products, which would address the cognitive component of their attitudes.

(2) To discover the emotions and feelings that church members have towards various types of church retail products, which would address the affective component of their attitudes.

(3) To discover the behaviours of church members as a result of their beliefs and emotions towards various types of church retail products, which would address the conative component of their attitudes.

The objectives of this study thus infer two matters: that a religious consumer’s attitudes towards church retailing may differ from their attitudes towards traditional retailing; and that their attitudes towards various types of church retail products may vary. These inferences are based on the below views:
• Religion is believed to be a sensitive and sacred subject, and traditional business is perceived to be centered around profit and monetary exchange (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009). Thus, the merging of the two concepts are likely to give rise to varying attitudes, as well as attitudes that differ from those towards traditional retailing.

• Faith is arguably the greatest source of meaning in the lives of numerous individuals (Shepherd, 2004) and products associated with faith may serve to demonstrate intangible constructs that are considered sacred in a religious sense (Aacker & Biel, 2009). Thus, as church retail products are provided in a faith-related setting, it is possible that religious consumers may assign different values to church retail products than those they assign to traditional retail products.

• Religious leaders are significantly influential in their communities for numerous reasons, including their prowess of long-standing religious traditions and doctrine, and their ability to persuade their audiences to espouse certain actions (Anshel & Smith, 2014). In a church retail context, the providers of the products are likely to be the church leaders, or to be closely associated with the church leaders. Thus, their influence may extend into religious consumer’s purchasing behaviour, more so than in a traditional retail setting.

• The authenticity of products is believed to be of significance to consumers in a religious marketing context, and authenticity has been shown to represent the extent to which the products sold are connected to the church’s mission and activities (Ford & Mottner, 2002). Thus, attitudes towards church retail products that are perceived to be authentic are expected to be more favourable than the attitudes towards those perceived to be unauthentic.

• Consumer decision making is not only driven by functional needs, but also by the fact that the shopping experience has the potential to satisfy certain immaterial needs (Friese, 2000). Thus, in a church retail setting, religious consumers may be seeking satisfaction for their short-term, product needs while simultaneously considering their long-term, spiritual or religious needs.
Therefore, rather than applying the established theory of consumer attitudes in a traditional retail setting to those in a church retail setting, this study suggests that the potential disparities between the two consumer types be noted. Thus, it may be beneficial for religious consumers to be analysed within their own, peculiar context.

1.3. DEFINITIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS

Two concepts used throughout this study are ‘church retail’ and ‘religious consumer’. The definitions of these concepts are as follows:

**Church retail**: Church is defined as “a building designed for public forms of worship, especially Christian worship” (Collins Dictionary, 2016). Retail is defined as “the sale of goods individually or in small quantities to consumers” (Collins Dictionary, 2016). For the purposes of this study, the two definitions are combined and church retail is defined as “the sale of goods to consumers by Christian worship centres”.

**Religious consumer**: Usunier & Stolz (2016) define a “religious consumer society” as “a society in which religious organisations see themselves as offering products or services on a market, while individuals see themselves as consumers choosing these products and services”. For the purposes of this study, the definition of religious consumer is derived from this definition, and the type of religious organisations that are the focus of this study are church retailers. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, a religious consumer is defined as “the consumer to which church retailers offer their products and services”.

1.4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The Christian retail market has shown exponential growth in various markets during the last couple of decades (Nelson, 2014; Debelek, 2011; Einstein, 2008). Thus, it is a segment of retailing that may be difficult to ignore. According to Cox & Brittain (2004), the essence of retailing is to provide products that satisfy the specific needs of consumers. Therefore, the knowledge of religious consumer needs, preferences and motives may prove to be beneficial to the entities which target them. Such research within a church retail context is limited in the wide scope of academia, and
more so in a South African context. This study may fill some of the gaps in knowledge in this regard, which may contribute to an enhanced understanding of the religious consumer, and enable church retailers to tailor their retailing efforts more effectively. Furthermore, this study may serve as a base for further research with regards to retailing in a religious context.

1.5. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

This study was qualitative and descriptive in nature, and 26 in-depth interviews were conducted as a means of data collection. Previous studies involving a qualitative investigation into consumer attitudes towards products by means of in-depth interviews, as well as the concept of theoretical saturation, were considered in determining the sample size of the study. The participants of the study were members of Christian churches in Cape Town, selected by means of a combination of judgement sampling and snowball sampling. The interviews were facilitated by the researcher with the use of a discussion guide, containing open-ended questions used to direct the discussion in order to address the research objectives. The interviews were conducted face-to-face, recorded and transcribed to allow for data analysis. The data was analysed using the process of thematic analysis by means of manual coding. The themes identified from the analysis were categorised and presented according to the tri-component attitude model. The above is further discussed in chapter 4 of this study, which discusses the methodology employed in detail.

1.6. STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION

This section provides a brief overview of each chapter presented in this dissertation.

Chapter 1: Introduction and background
This chapter provides an introduction to the study by discussing the background of the research, as well as the problem statement and the research objectives. Definitions of key concepts are then presented and the significance of the study is
discussed, followed by a brief overview of the methodology employed during the research process. The chapter concludes with the layout of the dissertation.

Chapter 2: Church marketing and church retailing
This chapter provides a theoretical discussion on the concept of marketing and its evolution and simultaneously applies the discussion to churches. Furthermore, it will discuss various aspects of retail and the retail product as applied to church retailers.

Chapter 3: Consumer behaviour and attitudes
This chapter provides a review of literature regarding consumer behaviour. The consumer buying process, product values and the influencing factors of consumer behaviour are discussed. Focus is then placed on a theoretical discussion of consumer attitudes and the tri-component attitude model, which serves as the theoretical framework for this study.

Chapter 4: Methodology
This chapter provides a detailed description of the research design and methodologies employed in order to address the research objectives of the study. This discussion includes the sampling methods, the data collection and analysis methods used during the research process.

Chapter 5: Research findings
This chapter reports the major findings of the study. The major themes regarding the participants’ knowledge and beliefs, feelings and emotions, and actions and behaviours in a church retailing context are discussed in detail, as applied to the tri-component attitude model.

Chapter 6: Conclusions
This chapter provides a further discussion of the main findings, along with associated managerial implications. The study concludes by discussing the limitations of the study, and providing a number of recommendations for future research.
1.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter presented an overview of the study. A brief background of the study was provided and the study’s research objectives were discussed, followed by definitions of the key concepts used throughout the study. A discussion of the significance of the study was then presented, followed by a brief discussion of the research methodology. The chapter concluded with an overview of the structure of the dissertation. The next chapter introduces the theoretical component of the study, providing a literature review of church marketing and church retailing.
CHAPTER 2

CHURCH MARKETING AND CHURCH RETAILING

2.1. INTRODUCTION

It is becoming increasingly common for churches to make use of commercial activities for various reasons (Brunn, 2015). This chapter provides a discussion of the concept of marketing and its evolution. The chapter simultaneously applies the theoretical discussion to churches. Furthermore, a discussion of the various aspects of retail and the retail product in a church setting is provided.

2.1.1. Defining marketing and church marketing

In order to further discuss the venturing of churches into retailing, a rudimentary discussion of the broader concept of marketing is necessary. A few definitions of marketing are presented in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The provision of goods or services to meet customer or consumer needs.</td>
<td>Collins Dictionary, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The action or business of promoting and selling products or services,</td>
<td>Oxford University Press, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including market research and advertising.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The management process through which goods and services move from concept to the customer. It includes the coordination of four elements called the 4 P’s of marketing.

Business Dictionary, 2016

Churches employ marketing techniques, including retailing, to reach out to and satisfy the needs of their target markets (Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma, 2009). It is a rational suggestion that churches adapt conventional marketing techniques to be more suited to the specifics of a religious setting (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009). Various researchers who have explored the concept of church marketing have offered differing definitions thereof, as presented in the below table:

### Table 2.2: Definitions of church marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis, planning and management of the voluntary exchange between a religious organisation and its constituents, with the aim of satisfying the needs of both parties.</td>
<td>Stevens, Loudon, Wrenn, &amp; Cole, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A process destined to build the response capacity of a religious organisation towards the numerous groups whose needs must be satisfied in order to achieve success in its efforts.</td>
<td>Shawchuck, Kotler, Wrenn and Rath, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding, creating, communicating and delivering consumer related values coming from the part of a religious organisation.</td>
<td>Horne &amp; McCauley, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marketing, at a basic level, involves the 4 P’s of Marketing, also known as the marketing mix. A brief discussion of the marketing mix as applied to a church retail setting is provided below.

2.2. THE CHURCH MARKETING MIX

Principally associated with the 4 P’s of marketing, the marketing mix is about the putting the right product or service, or a combination thereof, in the right place, at the right time and at the right price (Kubicki, 2015). The figure below depicts the marketing mix in graphic form, which has been applied to churches for the purposes of this study.

Figure 2.1: The 4 P’s of church marketing

Adapted from: Kubicki, M. 2015. The Marketing Mix.
Churches that aim to provide their goods and services to their target market are likely to make some of their key decisions based on these four important elements of marketing, further discussed below in the context of church marketing.

### 2.2.1. Price

Organisations aim to sell their products and services at prices that their consumer is willing to pay for the perceived value of the product, and simultaneously make sufficient profit to ensure their commercial survival. Price is the only element of the marketing mix that will directly affect the profit, and therefore the survival, of a church’s commercial ventures (Terblanche, 2002). Pricing is also a pivotal part of a church retailer’s business decisions, as it represents the value that religious consumers see in the product or service, and is thus a base upon which churches can conduct a thorough analysis of their product and target market.

Arguably, the pricing decision may be even more difficult for churches than for their commercial counterparts. According to Willis (1999), finances are an exceedingly sensitive topic for churches, and their leaders and members are typically embarrassed to talk about financial matters. Marketing is a concept that the general public associates with the business world and with monetary exchange and religion is mainly focused on spiritual values; thus it may be difficult to imagine that business and religion may be supportive of each other (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009). Churches are typically expected to be giving and generous to the community they serve, and vice versa (Mcfadden, 2005). The characteristic of generosity may pose a challenge for church retailers in justifying the prices at which they sell their products.

Pricing is therefore an element to which churches ought to give significant and meaningful research and consideration, in order to avoid potentially offending their members or tarnishing their image as a religious, generous entity as opposed to a purely commercial one.
2.2.2. Place

One of the most recognisable maxims in the business field is that the three most important criteria for success in retailing are location, location, location (Terblanche, 2002). Selecting a suitable location is pivotal to the success of retailing in particular as it creates value in terms of convenience to the customer and is a decision that, if not chosen correctly, can be considerably difficult to rectify (Cox & Brittain, 2004).

There are a number of factors that retailers should take into consideration when making location decisions including cost, growth potential, competitive hazard and compatibility (Terblanche, 2002). For the purposes of this study, most relevant are consumer-related factors, such as the convenience and attractiveness of the location. With regards to the aim of this study, it is important to briefly discuss religious consumers’ perceptions of the authenticity of church retailers and their products, as well as the effect a church retailer’s location may have on the perceived authenticity of their products. Studies have shown that the location at which a religious organisation sells their products has a significant impact on how authentic religious consumers perceive the goods to be, as well as how likely they are to purchase the products (Shepherd, 2004).

Most church retailers, in order to maintain their authenticity, sell their products at the same location at which the church is based. According to Ford & Mottner (2002), the closer the proximity of a religious retailer’s merchandise to a religious site, the more desirable their products will be to their consumers. Gerdeman (2012), in referring to commercial organisations, states that what works in one location may not work in another. If applied in a church retailing context, this could suggest that a church retailer may maintain a certain level of sales at their home base that they would likely not match had their retail shop been located in an area geographically separated from where the religious activities take place.
2.2.3. Promotion

Churches have increasingly been making use of methods of promotion, typically used by commercial organisations, to create awareness about their service offerings, as well as their retail offerings. In addition, the late nineteenth century has seen an introduction of specialist marketing companies that exist mainly to assist churches attract larger congregations using promotional methods.

The various methods of promotion churches make use of include mass communications using tools such as billboards, mass leafleting, and television advertisements (see Appendix A). One-to-one communications such as letter mail, e-mail, and SMS are also used. Additionally, the twentieth century has shown an increase in various online methods to stimulate religious promotional activities such as online forums that discuss various ways of reaching religious consumers.

Hendricks (2015) discusses how to use Twitter productively as a church communications medium, while Peters (2011) offers a guide for churches to use Facebook effectively. Stetzer (2014), among other church marketing proponents, uses a blog to educate churches about using social media as a means to promote their offerings. The use of promotions by religious organisations is discussed in further detail in the following chapter on the concept of the religious consumer.

2.2.4. Product

For the purposes of this study, the most relevant of the marketing mix elements is the product choice. The product choice is essential to the survival of any organisation, as it is the reason a customer visits the retailer, as well as what generates income (Cox & Brittain, 2004). It is crucial that the product offering of a retailer satisfies the needs and preferences of the consumer, as the other elements of the marketing mix will not make up for it if it does not (Terblanche, 2002).
Religious retailers should consider not only matching the needs of their customers, but the message that their choice of merchandise conveys to their target market as well. Most retailers in the non-profit sector are restricted to stocking items that relate to their mission (Ford & Mottner, 2002). This suggests that the choice of products that a church retailer stocks would be viewed in a more positive light if they are spiritually enriching in nature. Product decisions could thus be more multi-faceted than they are for commercial retailers. As religious retailers consider their choice of merchandise, they have to strive to maintain their product differentiation from the secular and preserve their impression of being deeply spiritual (Parr, 2010). Church retail product assortment is discussed in more detail further on in this chapter.

2.3. THE RISE IN CHURCH MARKETING

The use of marketing techniques by religious organisations has demonstrated a steady incline in the past few decades, and the interest in researching this phenomenon has grown along with it (Nardella, 2014). An increased amount of attention has been given to the subject of the application and effectiveness of marketing techniques by religious organisations.

Marketing techniques are not only carried out by Christian organisations, but by other religious groups as well. For instance, in Islam, this phenomenon is portrayed by the Halaal industry. This industry has released an increasingly diverse line of consumer offerings including products such as food and other perishables, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics as well as services such as banking, tourism and insurance (Nardella, 2014). Another example of how the concepts of religion and commerce have merged is also evident in some Asian religions. Hindu ritual paraphernalia such as flowers have formed part of some of the physical goods offered in certain countries as retail products (DeBernardi, 2008). There may be an increased scope for religious marketing in Islam and Hindu faiths as they require distinct daily religious practices which include the use of products such as prayer mats, halaal food, and religious attire. The requirements of these faiths increase their potential to trade in a commercial space.
Churches have increasingly made use of marketing activities, with principles drawn from both secular and religious organisations, seeing them as effective communication tools for outreach (Byrd, 2013; Au, 2000). The main reason for churches adopting marketing techniques is to grow the size of their congregations in order to survive and remain relevant in an ever-changing world, which has proven to be difficult due to a steady decline in church attendance, the reasons for which are discussed below.

2.3.1. Reasons for declining church attendance

Many churches are experiencing slowing or declining membership growth (Barnes & Lowry, 2012), and declining resources to support the organisation’s ministries (Sorgi, 2013). Churches in the United States of America receive funding from sponsors such as the Centre for Faith-Based and the Community Initiative (Rodman, 2010) and South African churches from non-profit organisations such as the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (Small and Rural Churches United, 2013). Despite this funding, churches continue to face monetary hardships (Odom, 2013). Furthermore, churches are faced with the challenge of raising the funds necessary to market themselves in an attempt to augment their congregations.

Although a paucity of funds is a pertinent reason for the slowed membership growth that churches experience, it is certainly not the sole cause. Comfortable lifestyles among the affluent, cynicism and boredom among the middle class and basic survival concerns among the disadvantaged can divert individuals from church attendance (Wrenn 1993). Brookshaw (2012) supports this view, noting that the reasons for decreased interest in church attendance include a belief that churches are unstimulating, as well as the fact that individuals live demanding and time-consuming lifestyles. Wrenn (1993) and McSwain (2014) provide various reasons that are most likely responsible for declining church attendance and therefore for the need for churches to employ marketing techniques.
Secularisation

The world becoming increasingly secular is a key reason for declining church attendance. Secularisation is defined as separating something from religious or spiritual connection and making it worldly or unspiritual (Higginbotham, 2009). An example of secularisation is the philosophical position of Marxism on religion which rules out the existence of any supernatural entity or anything that is ‘outside’ or ‘above’ nature (Woods, 2001). This theory insists that religious ideas are a distorted impression of reality and prevent full human development. In addition, Marxism dictates that human beings ought to take responsibility for their own lives and fate, and abandon their “imaginary communion with a non-material spirit world” (Woods, 2001). According to Prozesky (2009), the South African society is currently going through substantial secularisation.

Changing demographics

Changes in the demographical makeup of societies such as levels of income, unemployment rates and relocation to different parts of a country play a role in the declining membership of churches. In South Africa, particularly, there has been a growth in nontraditional groups, such as gays and lesbians, co-habiters, singles and childless couples, as well as a growing willingness of individuals to pioneer new areas which has led to them being apathetic towards conventions and traditions (Lesser, 2000).

Rising costs of church operations

Numerous churches have been candid about their difficulty in dealing with rising costs of church operations (Sorgi, 2013; Bagley, 2012; Sataline, 2008). Many of those churches are then unable to afford basic facilities, which in turn affects their ability to grow or maintain the size of their congregation.

Religious scandals and decreased trust in churches

A number of media publications on scandals involving religious leaders have led to an increase in cynicism among the general public. The year 1991 saw the ministry of televangelist Robert Tilton deteriorate after a news channel revealed that the church leaders disposed of letters containing prayer requests from the public, keeping only the money and valuables that accompanied them (Wilonsky, 2006). More recently,
an investigation into Catholic clerics revealed new records of their attempts to conceal paedophilic crimes committed by church leaders in the past (Thurston, 2013). In addition, many churches have been revealed to be involved in incidents of misappropriated funds and a lack of transparency regarding their spending patterns (Traywick, 2012; Futty, 2010; McGaughey, 2013). According to Miller (2013), research reveals that religious leaders are less trusted than various professionals, including medical staff, police officers, school teachers and engineers.

Privatisation of faith
According to a recent study conducted by the Pew Research Centre, 46 million people who were surveyed indicated that they are not interested in ‘organised religion’ (Glenn, 2013). Many Christians no longer believe that church attendance is important to their faith, and are of the opinion that a person can be a good Christian without being a church attendee. In the case of a person who privatizes their faith, their spiritual life becomes a private matter between themselves and their god or guru (Budrikis, 2005). This has affected the size of churches’ congregations. This, in turn, affects their financial strength, as Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma (2009) posit: “Churches rely on donations and the fewer the members, the fewer the donations”.

Rising competition among churches
Competition among churches is one of the most prevalent issues in the sphere of religion (White, 2011). Wrenn (1993) suggested that churches face numerous forms of competition, be it between secular activities (such as movies, sports and travel) and religious activities, between established religions and human potential offerings (such as humanism, materialism and the new age movement), or between local congregations and television ministries. Some contemporary writers agree with the notion that churches face such competition (Gruber & Hungerman, 2008; Stoltz, 2010). Stanley (2012) posits that some people view the religious environment as a free market economy, where churches compete for souls. According to Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma (2009), churches have altered elements of their original offering in order attract larger crowds, such as designing churches to resemble entertainment auditoriums as opposed to traditional worship houses. Furthermore, Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma (2009) posit that churches now lack the traditional stained glass, crosses and bibles, as market research has shown that those symbols averted the people
they aim to attract. Growing competition has resulted in some churches reconsidering their offerings and taking on a new orientation: viewing their congregants as consumers with specific needs and themselves as the organisations that meet those needs.

2.4. ATTITUDES TOWARDS CHURCH MARKETING

Attitudes towards the adoption of marketing techniques in the religious sector differ considerably amongst church members, clergy, researchers and the general public. A number of researchers have expressed a support of the idea, and a number have expressed negative attitudes towards it. The rationale behind each stance is further discussed below.

2.4.1. Negative attitudes towards church marketing

There has been some criticism of both the marketing concept and marketing methods used in religious institutions (Shepherd, 2004). There are numerous reasons why marketing may be viewed negatively in the sphere of religion. Business and all matters related to it can have negative connotations, as business is usually concerned with ‘the bottom line’, and it is believed that little else is of the same level of importance. Some critics have dismissed the marketing of churches as evidence of how such churches are not religious enough (Kuzma, Kuzma & Kuzma, 2009). Marketing is a concept that is generally associated with business and financial exchange, and it may be difficult to accept and understand that marketing can be used to support religion (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009).

Kuzma, Kuzma and Kuzma (2009) explore the view that church leaders are not professionally skilled in the practice of marketing-related activities, and argue that marketing has been viewed as detrimental to traditional religion. Some opponents of church marketing suggest that the use of the marketing approach is scripturally unsound and operates pragmatically rather than spiritually (Shepherd, 2004). Antipathy towards the marketing concept in religion is also based on the idea that the entire mission of the church may be altered in order to meet the needs of
consumers. Opponents criticize the idea, claiming that emphasis is put on the use of marketing methods to build congregations at the expense of teaching a scripture-based gospel message (Shepherd, 2004). Wrenn, Kotler and Shawchuck (2009) describe an important notion of the opponents of church marketing:

“When marketing strategies and tactics are allowed to structure the life of a Christian congregation, much that has been previously understood to be central to the Christian faith becomes superfluous”.

Stanley (2012), in describing the English Church’s attempt to change to be more relevant, speaks of the irony of the church wanting to make relevant something that is actually devalued by the attempt to make it relevant. Shepherd (2004) suggests that critics feel that the marketing concept in religion has led to the traditional preaching of the ministry and the regular worship of God being replaced by a concern for meeting the ‘felt needs’ of congregants in a new form of church service that strips away many conventional faith-related activities. This point is further argued by Doran (1996), suggesting that the church marketing phenomenon is moving towards a paradigm of making people the church’s main mission, as opposed to God.

Einstein (2008) posits that it is no surprise that religion is being marketed in the current commercialized culture, and that churches have begun to change in order to satisfy the more current needs of consumers, simultaneously shrouding their original and core values. In order to remain relevant to the broader culture, organised religion adapts to accommodate the culture in which it exists out of fear of being marginalized (Einstein, 2008). According to Parr (2010), the use of marketing methods by churches means that, for some, religious organisations tend to focus more on decision making rather than expressing love, faith, and other religious concepts.

Shepherd (2004) states that the main issue being resisted by the opponents of church marketing is the apparent drive by churches to recruit consumers rather than to convert souls, and to grow their congregations rather than to spread a religious message. Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia (2009) state that organisations such
as churches, hospitals and universities cannot alter their activities completely to meet the needs of those who benefit from those activities, based on the premise that health practitioners have superior knowledge over their patients, as do teachers over their students and preachers over their congregation.

From another perspective, Doran (1996) states that the adoption of marketing by the church is unnecessary, and that declining church membership is not attributed to the lack of marketing, but rather to more deep-seated, spiritual matters. Doran (1996) also identifies problems with the methods in which the church reaches out to their congregation, which includes using worldly means such as popular music. This view is echoed by Shepherd (2004), who states that individuals who turn to religion as an escape from society may begin to question churches that exhibit characteristics of that society.

From yet another perspective, church marketing in the sense of congregation segmentation is viewed as potentially exclusionary as for each group that is targeted, another group is neglected (Shepherd, 2004). This may be an affront to religious groups that feel that all individuals should be viewed as equal and frown upon the tendency to single out some groups as being more worthy than others (Shepherd, 2004).

2.4.2. Positive attitudes towards church marketing

While the appropriateness of marketing for religious organisations remains somewhat controversial, there are supporters of the theory of the view that marketing techniques are appropriate for church ministry, with a growing number of church leaders appealing to modern instruments such as marketing to achieve the objectives of religious organisations (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009). Ford and Mottner (2002) argue that some churches have experienced growth through the use of strategic marketing tools.

According to Wrenn, Kotler and Shawchuck (2009) a marketing perspective can provide churches with rich insights, allowing them to effectively start a new
congregation, target prospective members, retain members and attract funds and other resources. Shepherd (2004) states that the view of the proponents of the church marketing phenomenon is that marketing serves the needs of churches in attracting and retaining new congregants, and in providing for their needs. Moreover, the proponents argue that the marketing ethos provides a much needed focus on consumer needs, and a wide range of marketing techniques can be used to recruit new visitors to churches. Shawchuck et al. (2010) suggest that the adoption of marketing by the church can be particularly useful at times, such as when there is a declining market for the religious product, or as a response to the ever-changing environment that churches face.

While some church marketing opponents view market segmentation and targeting as exclusionary in religious settings, Shepherd (2004) posits that market segmentation is seen as a way of matching various church communication efforts with individuals of different spiritual status that will identify with them the most. This could, in turn, spare the church resources that may not yield desired results. Thus, marketing may make financial and practical sense: as a church cannot reach the entire population, it could rather focus its resources on making the most out of targeting a specific segment of their target population. From another perspective church marketing is viewed positively as a result of its potential to generate funds. Churches in general have increasingly used marketing methods to provide additional sources of revenue (Ford & Mottner, 2002). These marketing methods range from advertising and holistic branding, to more specific activities such as retailing. From a differing perspective, Shawchuck et al. (2010) argue that the negativity towards church marketing stems from a misunderstanding of the true nature of marketing itself. If viewed as an inherently deceptive technique to generate profit, it may result in an aversion to the idea, however, if viewed as a collection of tools that generate insight into a particular market, it can be seen as a solution to the issues that churches currently face (Shawchuck et al., 2010).
2.4.3. The middle ground

It is suggested that churches adopt marketing techniques, but also consider the peculiarity of religious organisations- an approach that could lead to an increased level of social efficiency for the church (Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia, 2009). As interest and research in the area of church marketing have grown, marketing has been exposed to environmental influences such as improvements in technology and changing consumer needs. As commercial organisations continuously adapt to these changes, it may prove prudent for religious organisations to do the same. The evolution of marketing according to various literature as well as how church marketing has evolved is explored below.

2.5. THE EVOLUTION OF MARKETING

Marketing has gradually become more inclusive of consumers’ preferences in an attempt to differentiate organisations from their counterparts. This evolution is depicted in the figure below.

**Figure 2.2: The evolution of marketing**

The above figure shows the gradual transition of marketing from a production focus to a consumer focus. In summary:

- The Pre-Industrial Revolution Era was mainly characterised by traditional trading, with minimal focus on the needs and preferences of the consumer (White, 2010).

- The Simple Trade Era was characterised by a limited supply of goods; all products were produced by hand (Kolah, 2013), and marketing was carried out by calling out to crowds in order to draw attention.

- The Production Era then began with the aim of addressing the issue of limited supply. Mass production increased not only the supply of available goods, but the availability of product options as well (White, 2010). The philosophy, “if you build it, they will come” was successful during this era, although only due to a shortage of alternative products (Kolah, 2013).

- The Sales Era emerged as a result of an increase in the supply of products as companies began to produce goods more efficiently (Keelson, 2012). The focus of organisations became centered around marketing, branding and sales (Morè, 2012). Organisations then began to price goods competitively in order to maintain and increase their sales (White, 2010).

- The Marketing Department Era is characterised by a focus on consumer needs, which are considered to be the starting point for all marketing decisions (Keelson, 2012). During this era, businesses began to reposition themselves in an attempt to be the business of choice for consumers.

- The Marketing Company Era concept then emerged, the ideology of which is based on the concept of customer sovereignty, and the customer’s preferences took precedence over all other business focuses (White, 2010).
• The Relationship Marketing Era employed a long-term approach to satisfying customers, as focus of companies shifted towards building relationships with consumers and obtaining customer loyalty (Morè, 2012).

• True to the ever-changing phenomenon of technology, the Social/ Mobile Marketing Era emerged, which also focuses on relationships with customers, but through real-time connections and online exchanges steered by the customer (White, 2010).

The above depicts and discusses the dynamic nature of the commercial environment, and how organisations have adapted to those changes in order to survive. Discussed below is how church marketing has evolved in response to similar environmental changes.

2.6. THE EVOLUTION OF CHURCH MARKETING

The church is seen to have evolved in a number of ways, one of which is the focus on its operations. According to Parr (2010), church has shifted its focus from a faith-oriented to a more business-oriented way of operating, and forums have been held on how to target certain groups of a congregation, such as senior members and the wealthy as a source of finance, women as a source of labour, and children as an influencer on their parents. This conveys a change in churches’ orientation, from a traditional, church-focused view to a consumer-focused view. According to Pope (2001), there has been a rebranding of the church, indicating a change from the traditional hell and fire preaching to a modern form of “Entertainment Evangelism”. This echoes the change in traditional marketing from a product-focused to a more consumer-focused way of communicating with the target market.

Rainer (2014) identifies a number of changes in church communications including large screens, once viewed as sacrilege, being used more than the traditional hymnals and other traditional religious books, as well as the change from formal dress to more casual clothing, and demographically diverse congregations. Methods such as consumer targeting and segmentation are increasingly being used for
church marketing (Ford & Mottner, 2004). In terms of church services, a wider variety is being offered to congregations, from one church service in a church building to various church service times and venues for the convenience of the church members. McKnight (2012) discusses a change in the church’s traditional, rigid sermons to sermons now adapted to please the current congregation. In terms of the actual concept of church marketing, churches have moved away from old-fashioned ways of marketing such as public announcements to social media advertising and interactive online forums.

The below table illustrates the differences observed between the church’s traditional manner of communicating and the modern, consumer-focused approach that it has adopted in recent times.

**Table 2.3: Evolution of church orientation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Modern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed congregation</td>
<td>Segmented congregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict membership requirements</td>
<td>Lax membership requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God focus</td>
<td>Church and consumer focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvation</td>
<td>Felt needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict teachings on sin and judgment</td>
<td>More cheerful, upbeat sermons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual identity</td>
<td>Self-identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship to God</td>
<td>Relationship to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits in the afterlife</td>
<td>Benefits in the current life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worship, ministry</td>
<td>Entertainment, performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual messages</td>
<td>Practical messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preacher</td>
<td>Worship plan teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General / widespread service</td>
<td>Conscientious, targeted service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Modern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross, religious icons, pulpit</td>
<td>No cross, no icons, stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymns, organ, choir</td>
<td>Pop songs, live bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on biblical Scriptures</td>
<td>Emphasis on personal advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning the physical world</td>
<td>Embracing the physical world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy from bible and prayer</td>
<td>Strategy from surveys and focus groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Shepherd. 2004. *Church marketing: Reflections from the Other Side of Politics*.

### 2.6.1. Mobile applications

Churches have recognised the changes in technology that affect their target market. In order to increase the convenience of giving to the church, churches have begun to use mobile applications to allow their congregations to connect with the church, to present sermons to their congregations, as well as to allow their congregations to donate to the church more conveniently. Mobile applications include devotionals, bible applications, church management software and are offered across many mobile platforms such as iOS, Android and web-based platforms (Kanz, 2015). Some examples of mobile applications are listed and briefly discussed below (Turner, 2015; Kanz, 2015).

- **Bible applications.** These applications are provided to church members to allow them to read and study the bible conveniently. Some applications include The Bible App by YouVersion, Bible.is, Bible Gateway, Olive Tree and Blue Letter Bible. There are also Church Curriculum applications, such as Disciplr, used for bible teaching purposes in the form of online lessons.
- **Church presentation tools.** These applications are used to present sermons, music and lyrics, video and other church communication pieces.
- **Church applications for giving.** To counteract the impact of people either being too busy to donate to the church.
• Church networking applications. These applications use technology to help individuals find new church communities or to interact with their current church communities.

• Christian media applications. Applications such as Gospel Central and Jesus Film Media help Christians stay up-to-date on what is happening in the world on the religious front.

• Christian applications for kids. Christian applications for children include Bible Pathway for Kids, Adventure Bible Memory and Bible Coloring Book.

• Christian prayer applications. These applications are created to remind Christians what to pray for and when to pray and include examples such as PrayerMate, Miles a Minute, and Confession.

The above discussion and table suggest that the old-fashioned communications, or traditional marketing methods of the church have altered over time to become more considerate of the changes that the religious consumer undergoes over time. The following section presents a theoretical discussion of church retail.

2.7. CHURCH RETAILING

Various aspects of church retailing which are relevant to the purposes of this study are discussed below.

2.7.1. The church retail product

A product is central to most organisations, whether they are in tangible or intangible form (Varley, 2006). In order to fulfil their role effectively, retailers should be able to offer products that satisfy the needs and preferences of their target customers (Terblanche, 2002). Retailers may need to adapt part of or even their whole product offering in line with their customers’ changing needs in order to remain successful (Freathy, 2003). Knowledge about those needs is therefore an essential tool for retailers. This applies to church retailers as well; however, they may need to consider more than just product needs. They will need to take into account the religious, or spiritually-rooted needs and preferences of their consumers as well.
2.7.2. The role of the product range

Retailers are able to attract their target market’s interest by the nature of their product range. The product range sends a message to their consumers about what kind of retailer they are purchasing from, which assists them in their decision-making process (Varley, 2006). The product range does not only attract consumers, but also positions the retailer in the mind of the consumer. Church retailers therefore need to consider their image and purpose in consumers’ minds as a religious organisation, and attempt to tailor their merchandising decisions based on maintaining or improving that image. Positioning is a subjective term and is therefore difficult to define, however the product range and the way in which customers view the products have a significant influence on the reasons they visit a retail store (Varley, 2006).

2.7.3. The church as a specialty retailer

The specialty retailer focuses on offering particular product ranges and associated items that are restricted to a smaller number of product categories (Business Dictionary, 2016), as opposed to the general retailer that generally provides products that suit as many consumer needs as possible. Churches can offer a small or wide range of products, however just as other non-profit organisations, they can be perceived as less authentic when selling products that are not related to their core mission. Selling products that are centered around their mission therefore makes them a type of specialty retailer. As a specialty retailer extends their product range, there is the unfortunate possibility that their initial specialism, or the core range, could be diluted by the proliferation of other types of products, making the retailer’s offering less meaningful to consumers (Varley, 2006). For church retailers, there is therefore the possibility that selling products that are different from their ‘specialty’ products could therefore result in religious consumers seeing less value in their offering. That being said, constantly adapting retailers’ product ranges can allow them to remain relevant to customers (Freathy, 2003), however it is important that these changes be based on the consumer’s changing needs and preferences.
2.7.4. Communicating the product offer

Communicating information about what products are on offer can be an effective way to attract consumers to a retail store (Varley, 2006). However, retailers usually face challenges when representing their entire product to target consumers. The below section provides a brief discussion of some examples of how church retailers communicate their product offering to their target consumers.

**Advertising**
Churches make use of various advertising platforms including TV, radio, magazines and newspapers to communicate to their target market about themselves as well as their products. Mass advertising such as this has the benefit of reaching large audiences in all many different areas (Cox & Brittain, 2004).

**Events**
Churches are usually well-known for holding events such as concerts, conferences, women’s and men’s sessions, and markets for various purposes. Communicating their product offer to their target market is one of the objectives that can be fulfilled using events. Various visual displays at the events communicate product offerings to the consumers, such as posters and banners. Stalls are made available by some churches with sales people that inform consumers about the products on offer.

**Personal communication**
In addition to using various media and events to communicate messages to consumers, retailers have the ability to use their retail store and their sales personnel to communicate personally with customers. In some retail instances, the communication between the customer and the person representing the retailer is the most effective way of communicating (Varley, 2006). This communication is referred to as personal selling, with the main objective being to close the communications process with a sale, however with consumers using various channels in the buying process (Dennis, Fenech & Merrileesl, 2004) the moment at which the consumer decides to buy may not be simultaneous with the occurrence of the actual purchase transaction. For example, a customer may browse the retail outlet to see and touch the product physically, however only order the product online at a later stage. The
actual sale of a product should therefore not be the main objective of the retailer-customer interface; sufficient information should be given to the customer in order for them to make an informed purchase decision. Formal sales training of the salespeople may therefore be important for many retailers. However, for church retailers, it is important to train sales personnel on being able to match the short-term product needs as well as customers’ spiritual needs to the benefits of the product. Religious consumers may see more value in a church retail product if its purpose is more than merely functional.

2.7.5. Religious consumer culture

Any retailing venture should be considerate of the culture within which it operates. Culture is a multi-faceted concept that derives from a range of personal and group values and attitudes (Freathy, 2003). Church retailers must therefore be able to tailor their product offerings to cater to the religious culture, namely the situation and norms, within which it operates. Consumers’ needs and attitudes may differ from a religious to a traditional retail setting, and church retailers may benefit from addressing these views uniquely. The concept of religious consumers, their behaviour and their attitudes are further discussed in the following chapter.

2.8. CHAPTER SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to offer an overview of the concepts of church marketing and church retailing. Definitions of marketing and, thereafter, church marketing were discussed. The marketing mix was then graphically applied to a church context and then further discussed. A discussion on the development of church marketing was given, followed by attitudes towards the concept from various sources of literature. The concept of church retailing and its various elements were discussed, and the chapter was concluded by an explanation of religious consumer culture.
CHAPTER 3

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES

3.1. INTRODUCTION

The consumer is the focus of all retailing decisions (Cox & Brittain, 2004). Therefore, it may prove prudent for retailers to gather knowledge regarding their consumers, and to tailor their product offering to meet their needs (Varley & Rafiq, 2004). Understanding the factors that influence a consumer's attitudes towards retail and retail products can arguably lay the foundation for understanding the more specific topic of this study. As the objectives of this study are centered around the religious consumer's stance on church retail, it is important to understand some of the aspects that influence their behaviour, as well as the value that consumers attach to retail products. In order to provide the basis for a discussion regarding religious consumers, a theoretical discussion of consumers in a commercial sense is required. This chapter provides such a discussion, beginning with a brief discussion of the motives behind consumer behaviour, which is then followed by a theoretical discussion of the consumer buying process. The values that consumers attach to products is then briefly explored, as well as factors that tend to influence consumer behaviour. As this study aims to investigate attitudes, focus is then placed on a theoretical discussion of consumer attitudes, introducing the tri-component attitude model which will serve as a basis for categorising and presenting the findings of the study.

3.2. CONSUMER MOTIVES

Motives are defined as the drives, impulses, wishes or desires that initiate the series of activities known as behaviour (Randiwela & Widanachchi, 2012). The various motives that underlie consumer behaviour can be divided into two types, namely personal and social motives (Terblanche, 2002).
3.2.1. Personal motives

Personal motives for buying are brought on by the inner needs of consumers and include the below aspects:

- Fulfilling an expected role. Consumers may feel the need to buy certain goods to fulfil certain societal roles within their personal lives, such as fathers buying gifts that ensure the safety of their families.
- A break from daily routine. Consumers use shopping as an escape from daily norms, as it can be viewed as a recreational exercise.
- Sensory stimuli. The visuals, music and general environment of a retail store provide sensory stimulation that make the shopping process more attractive.
- Self-gratification. Shopping can alleviate emotional tension through providing opportunities for interacting with people.

3.2.2. Social motives

These motives are provoked by the desire for group interaction and include:

- Interacting with peers. Consumers may view shopping as a means to interact with other members of peer of reference groups.
- Social activity. Shopping can serve as an activity for socializing outside of the home.
- Meeting people of similar interest. Shopping at certain retail stores can result in a gathering of people interested in a particular hobby or sport.

3.3. CONSUMER BUYING PROCESS

When making purchases, consumers go through a process beginning with identifying a need or want and ending with a post-purchase evaluation (Varley & Rafiq, 2004; Cox & Brittain, 2004). The consumer begins by recognising a need or want. In a simple example applied to a church retailing context, a female customer may identify the need to purchase a bible in order to follow scriptures during church services. The
next step in the process is pre-purchase activity, which consists of an information search and an evaluation of alternatives (Cox & Brittain, 2004). The female customer would search for information about the bible by speaking to sales people at the church retail outlet, or even searching the Internet for bibles to purchase. In evaluating alternatives, the customer may compare a generic bible to a bible tailored specifically for women with topical reading plans based on issues that are important to females, or that highlights stories about women in the bible to which female customers can relate. The next step in the process would be the purchase decision, in which the customer decides to purchase the product. An informative sales person could influence the decision by highlighting benefits that match the customer’s needs. Post-purchase evaluation is the final stage of the process, and generally involves the customer assessing their satisfaction with the product after use. Dissatisfaction with a product, also known as cognitive dissonance, can be alleviated by the sales person reassuring the customer by offering return and exchange policies. The consumer decision process is depicted in the figure below.

**Figure 3.1: Consumer buying process**
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Adapted from: Cox, R. & Brittain, P. 2004. *Retailing: An Introduction*
3.4. PRODUCT VALUE

In order to explore the extent to which religious consumers value church retail products, a brief theoretical discussion of the value consumers attach to products is necessary. Consumers typically attach value to each product that they purchase, be it high or low. Freathy (2003) outlines the two forms of values attached to each product:

3.4.1. Functional values

These values refer to what function the product performs. An example may be an item of clothing that a religious consumer purchases from a church retailer. The function of the clothing is to keep the consumer warm and dry. Some retailers base their entire product offering on meeting the functional needs of consumers.

3.4.2. Symbolic values

This refers to the additional meaning that consumers may attach to a product. These symbolic values may be designed to signify a consumer’s lifestyle, social ideals or membership to a group. Based on the previous example, the clothing purchased from a church retailer may be decorated with a certain bible verse or a church logo. The consumer may therefore place symbolic values to the item, such as being representing their faith or identifying with their church group. In addition to the value that consumers attach to products, other factors also influence their behaviour and decisions. In order to gain insight into religious consumer decisions, a theoretical discussion of these influencing factors are further discussed below.

3.5. FACTORS INFLUENCING CONSUMER DECISIONS

There are numerous factors that influence a consumer’s behaviour towards a product. These factors can be perceived as internal or external variables (Cox &
Brittain, 2004). The section below provides a brief discussion of a few of these factors.

3.5.1. Internal variables

Internal variables originate from consumers themselves. The variables discussed below include needs, personality and attitudes.

Needs
Needs are the inner forces that prompt behaviour (Cox & Brittain, 2004). Maslow’s hierarchy of needs identifies basic physiological needs such as food and water which have to be fulfilled before any other needs are identified. The second level of needs are safety and security needs, and self-fulfillment needs such as self-esteem and success are the last order of needs.

Personality
Personalities are defined as the way in which individuals engage with their environment. An element of personality that is of significance to retailers is lifestyle. By studying lifestyles, retailers are able to profile their consumers and understand which product attributes are of important to which lifestyle group.

Attitudes
A predisposition to respond in a particular manner towards products alleviates the need for consumers to constantly evaluate alternatives when making product decisions (Cox & Brittain, 2004).

3.5.2. External variables

External variables originate from the consumer’s environment and include family, reference groups and culture.
Family
The degree of influence on a consumer’s purchasing decisions has an effect on retailers’ profit and product selection as it may lead to the decision of whether or not to purchase a particular product.

Reference groups
This refers to groups with which an individual wants to associate with and whose beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviour the consumer will seek to model themselves on (Cox & Brittain, 2004). This influencer is of significance to the church retailer as their consumers, by virtue of being church members, are likely to be influenced by the values of their particular religious group.

Culture
Culture can be formed by a society’s ideas, traditions and symbols. Church retailers should take into consideration that the purchase decisions of retail consumers can be influenced not only by the religious group they form a part of, but the culture in with which they affiliate. For instance, a consumer from an African background may have cultural traditions that influence their feelings towards purchasing particular products.

Of the above factors, attitudes are most pivotal to this study, as they are a significant influencer of consumers’ purchase decisions and the focus of the research objectives of the study. Attitudes are discussed in more detail below.

3.6. CONSUMER ATTITUDES

Attitudes are an essential aspect of consumer behaviour, as they tend to directly influence a consumer’s intention to purchase a particular product (Terblanche, 2002), as well as the way in which a consumer communicates to other individuals about the product. Due to the complexity of human nature, researchers who have studied consumer behaviour do not agree on one, standard definition of an attitude. Thus, a number of definitions have been developed. For the purposes of this study, two definitions are selected and presented below.
3.6.1. Definition of attitudes

- Attitudes are defined as positive or negative reaction trends toward specific products, which may be developed over time from previous experiences and have influence on future behaviour (Terblanche, 2002).

- An attitude is also defined as a learned predisposition to respond in a favourable or unfavourable way toward a specific product or idea (Cox & Brittain, 2004).

3.6.2. The tri-component attitude model

In addition to the numerous definitions of attitudes, a number of theoretical models have been constructed in order to grasp the relationship between consumer's attitudes and behaviour. A model widely used by researchers is the tri-component attitude model, as an attempt to emphasise the main components of an attitude in order to predict consumer behaviour. This model demonstrates that consumer attitudes are comprised of three main components, namely the cognitive, affective and conative components. These three components collectively constitute the framework and represent elements that influence consumer reaction towards a given object (Pandey & Soodan, 2015). It is further argued by Pandey & Soodan (2015) that a main distinguishing factor of this model is that attitudes develop a structure and remain relatively consistent with time. The premise behind the statement is that since attitudes are learned, it can be posited that the more the attitudes are possessed by an individual, the more they will become strongly linked to behaviour and will therefore be more resistant to change. The way in which consumer’s communicate about products forms the basis for the cognitive component of other consumers’ attitudes. The components of the tri-component attitude model are discussed in more detail below.

**Cognitive component**

The cognitive component refers to the knowledge and beliefs (cognitions) that consumers have about a particular object (McLeod, 2014). These cognitions may be
formed as a result of information that the consumer is exposed to about the object from various sources such as the web, friends and family, or direct experience with the product (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2006). These consumer beliefs can be categorised into either positive beliefs, negative beliefs or beliefs which are neither positive nor negative, which can be referred to as neutral beliefs (Pandey & Soodan, 2015). These beliefs mean that the consumer believes that a particular product possesses various attributes and that certain actions will lead to certain, related outcomes. The beliefs regarding a particular product tend to control changes that may occur in an attitude (Ikechukwu, Daubry & Chijindu, 2012). The cognitive component is inferred to be the principal component, or the starting point, of all three components of the tri-component attitude model. According to Boone and Kurtz (2004), when new information alters the cognitive components of an attitude, inconsistencies occur among the three components of the tri-component attitude model. It is thus posited that purposefully altering consumers’ cognitions of a particular product towards more favourable beliefs may result in positive feelings and behaviours towards that product, and may potentially lead to influencing consumers’ purchase decisions.

**Affective component**

The affective component refers to the emotions or feelings that an individual has toward the object (McLeod, 2014), which can be a result of the cognitive component and can be positive or negative. Yuan, Morrison, Cai and Linton (2008) propose that the affective component represents the extent to which an individual views the object as favourable or unfavourable. Affective experiences tend to manifest themselves as emotionally-charged states, eg. sadness, anger, shame, happiness, guilt, and surprise (Ikechukwu, Daubry & Chijindu, 2012). These emotions may amplify good or bad experiences and recollections of these experiences may impact how a consumer behaves (Johnson & Zinkhan, 1991). Thus, feelings and emotions play an important role in consumer decision-making, as many consumer-related decisions such as purchasing a product are based on positive feelings and favourable emotions that occur prior to, during or after an experience that an individual has with the product (Funk, Alexandris & McDonald, 2016). The affective component is believed to be the only component of the tri-component attitude model that is central to the study of attitudes, in that it summarises the consumer’s predisposition (Makanyeza, 2014). A consumer’s emotions and feelings toward a particular product
can be measured by means of qualitative methods such as in-depth interviews or focus groups, as well as quantitative methods such as rating scales in which respondents can rate the extent to which they feel a particular emotion about a product. Ikechukwu, Daubry and Chijindu (2012) argue that, while emotions are often a result of the evaluation of attributes of a product, they can also precede and influence cognitions.

**Conative component**

The conative component is influenced by both the cognitive and affective components, and refers to the behaviour of the individual toward the object (McLeod, 2014). The conative component defines the consumer’s action related to the product, brand or a place. In a consumer behaviour context, the conative component may refer to a consumer’s intention to buy a particular product, or the act of buying the product. A known influencer that affects consumers’ intention to purchase is normative compliancy, which describes the degree to which consumers may be influenced to purchase a product based on the need to fulfil the expectations of members of a group or family (Terblanche, 2002). Normative compliancy may be an influencing factor in purchase decisions among religious consumers, as they may be influenced by other members of their religion to adhere to the norms or expectations of members of their religious culture.
The above figure offers a graphical presentation of the tri-component attitude model. All three components are believed to interact in a relatively consistent and balanced relationship to one another, and a change in one component is likely to produce related changes in the other components. Solomon (2012) cites the principle of cognitive consistency, arguing that consumers desire harmony among their thoughts, feelings and behaviours and tend to maintain uniformity between the three components. This leads to the argument that consumers’ thoughts, feelings and behaviours will change in order to align them with their experiences (Ikechukwu, Daubry & Chijindu, 2012). The tri-component attitude model is used as a framework in this study in which to categorise the findings resulting from the data collection, which is discussed in detail in the following chapter.
3.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter, various aspects of consumer behaviour were discussed. With regards to purchase behaviour, consumers experience a number of phases, from identifying needs to ultimately purchasing products. In between, a number of factors influence the process, the most important, for the purposes of this study, being the attitudes of the consumers toward the product. The tri-component attitude model was discussed in theory to form a basis for the presentation of the findings of this study, which will be presented in the three parts, being the three components of this model. Previous literature on the topic of the tri-component attitude model suggests that there is a relationship between an individual’s beliefs, emotions and behaviour, and the findings of this study will be further discussed in detail with reference to these relationships. The next chapter outlines the research methodology employed in this study.
CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

4.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a detailed description of the research design and methodologies employed in order to address the research objectives of the study. The first section describes the research design selected in order to integrate the various components of the study. The second section provides a discussion of the sample that was targeted, as well as the methods used to recruit them. A detailed discussion of the data collection instrument is then presented, followed by a description of the piloting process that was undertaken to refine it. Finally, a thorough discussion of the analysis methods employed for this study is presented.

4.2. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative descriptive research was undertaken for the purposes of this study. The aim of this study was to obtain rich insights into the attitudes of religious consumers towards church retailing and various church retail products. In addition to qualitative studies involving open-ended questioning and probing, they are known to provide rich and extensively revealing results (McDaniel & Gates, 2006). Furthermore, the use of qualitative methods, such as focus groups and in-depth interviews, are extensively used by researchers to explore attitudes in consumer research (Bristol & Fern, 1993). Qualitative research was therefore considered to be suitable for the purposes of the study.

Qualitative descriptive studies are largely aimed at comprehensively summarising specific phenomena experienced by individuals or groups of individuals and are a methodological approach often employed in qualitative research (Sandelowski, 2000). The research objectives of this study involved an investigation into the attitudes of a specific group of individuals, namely religious consumers, in the specific context of church retailing. A descriptive research approach was therefore
selected for the purposes of this study, with qualitative methods employed to collect and analyse data. Qualitative research is typically categorised as either theoretical studies such as grounded theory, ethnographic studies, phenomenological studies, and narrative interpretations. Qualitative descriptive research may have overtones of one or more of these other types of qualitative research, however it may not be completely classified as either one of them. For example, according to Sandelowski (2000), descriptive qualitative research may have interpretive aspects in that it is filtered through the researcher’s perspective, however it may not be completely interpretive in that the researcher may describe phenomena in terms of a specific conceptual framework. This data of this study was filtered according to the researcher’s perspective, however the established, tri-component attitude model was used as a conceptual framework on which to base the results. Thus, it is not completely interpretive. In addition, this qualitative descriptive study possesses certain characteristics of grounded theory, as it used constant comparative analysis when examining the data, comparing the attitudes of religious consumers in a church retail setting to consumer attitudes in a traditional retail setting. However, this study does not classify as grounded theory, as it does not produce a new theory from the collected data (Lambert & Lambert, 2012); rather, it describes pre-established theory in a context in which it is relatively under-researched.

Although not as interpretive as phenomenological or grounded theory studies, qualitative description is more interpretive than quantitative description which employs pre-structured methods to obtain data on pre-selected variables, and descriptive statistics to summarise them (Sandelowski, 2000). Conversely, qualitative descriptive research is essentially data-derived, as codes are created from the data (Lambert & Lambert, 2012), which was the methodological approach employed in this study during the analysis. Thus, based on the above argument, qualitative descriptive research was considered useful and appropriate in relation to the purposes of this study.
4.3. SAMPLING

Judgement sampling and snowball sampling were jointly employed as the techniques to select the participants for this study. The judgement sampling technique involves researchers’ use of their own judgement to select individuals that they consider to be likely to provide information that is relevant to the specified research objectives (Annum, 2016).

4.3.1. Sample context and justification

The target sample of this study fulfilled the below criteria:

- Members of the Christian religion
- 18 years or older
- Members of Christian churches in Cape Town

Over 85% of the South African population is affiliated to the Christian religion (Statistics South Africa, 2015). Thus, in selecting the Christian religion, there would likely be a large base of churches and consumers to whom this study would be of relevance and value. This study required the participants to be able to engage in a certain level of cognitive thinking and effective communication, as well as purchasing behaviour, which may be less likely amongst minors, therefore the minimum age of the target sample was 18 years. There was no age limit applied to the target sample. Cape Town was selected as the city in which to conduct the research, as the interviews required face-to-face interaction, and it was within the scope and budget of the researcher to access individuals based in the city. As the individuals who are targeted by church retailers are likely to be members of a church (Shepherd, 2004), church members were selected for this study. The churches in which participants were initially selected included Hillsong Church in Century City, His People Baxter Church in Rondebosch, New Mission Ministries in Mitchell’s Plein, and Jubilee Church in Observatory. These churches were initially selected because they are racially and age diverse, and either provide church retail products or host events at which these products are sold. This selection of churches was considered likely to
provide a sample that is demographically diverse. In addition, this particular group of churches was considered likely to have members that are knowledgeable about or affected by church retailing. The participants that were initially interviewed were approached outside of their respective church buildings following their church services and given a brief description of the study. Those who indicated interest in participating were followed up telephonically, and the interviews were conducted at their homes, work places or at a location otherwise requested by them. The snowball method of sampling was employed by the participants referring other individuals they considered suitable to provide insights relevant to the study. According to Atkinson and Flint (2001), snowball sampling strategies- which involve the identification of study participants who are then used to refer researchers to additional participants- provide a means of accessing more impenetrable social groups. Such access was a concern regarding this study, as religious groupings may be more guarded against participating in research involving religion, which is regarded as a sensitive topic.

4.3.2. Sample size

The main intentions in qualitative research are explanation, description, and interpretation (Maxwell, 2013). Thus, sampling is aimed at obtaining rich information from an adequate and appropriate sample, rather than representative, generalisable views from a large sample (Morse & Field, 1995). Therefore, qualitative studies typically have smaller sample sizes than quantitative studies. However, standard guidelines in determining sample sizes for qualitative studies are neither widely available nor concrete (Guetterman, 2015). Thus, determining a suitable sample size for qualitative studies remains largely dependent on the researcher's assessment of the appropriateness and adequacy of the results provided by the particular individuals in relation to the fulfilment of the specific research objectives (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007). Previous studies involving a qualitative investigation into consumer attitudes towards products by means of in-depth interviews, as well as the concept of theoretical saturation, were considered in determining the sample size of the study. Investigation into the previous qualitative studies revealed that they typically had a sample size of 5 to 30 participants (Deliza & Silva, 2003; Verdurme & Viaene, 2003; Dubois, Laurent & Czellar, 2001; Zeithaml, 1988; Richins, 1982). The
The concept of theoretical saturation proposes that an adequate sample size has been reached when concurrent data collection and analysis no longer reveal new codes, or ideas (Bowen, 2008). The initial target for this sample, based on previous similar studies which revealed results similar to what this study aimed to achieve, was 25 in-depth interviews. During analysis, the point of theoretical saturation was observed after the first 15 interviews. Each interview which took place thereafter revealed themes and ideas already identified in the preceding interviews. However, in order to reach the sample size initially proposed, as well as to honour interview appointments that had been booked, interviews were discontinued once a total of 26 interviews had been conducted.

4.3.3. Sample description

Twenty-six participants were interviewed, face-to-face, during June and July 2016. Twenty-two participants were interviewed on a one-on-one basis and 4 participants were interviewed in pairs. The below table presents the age, gender and race of the participants, as well as the churches of which they are members. In adherence to the Commerce Faculty Ethics in Research Policy, the names of the participants, although known to the interviewer, will not be presented as part of the findings. Thus, the participants are distinguished from each other by consecutive numbering according to when they were interviewed.

Table 4.1: Sample description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Church</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>New Mission¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hillsong²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>New Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Jubilee⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ New Mission Ministries: 89 Dorper Street, Westridge, Mitchell’s Plein, Cape Town.
² Hillsong Church: Kinetic Way, Century City, Cape Town.
³ His People Baxter: Baxter Theatre, Main Road, Rondebosch, Cape Town.
⁴ Jubilee Church: 21 Nelson Road, Observatory, Cape Town.
<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>New Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Hillsong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hillsong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>New Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hillsong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>New Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hillsong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>His People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hillsong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sixty percent of the sample was female, and the age range was between 22 and 84 years. Most of the sample (69%) were aged between 22 and 35 years, with the rest of the sample aged 42 years and above. With regards to race categories, 14 participants were Black, 4 were Coloured and 8 were White. All participants were members of various churches in Cape Town. Five of the participants were members of New Mission Ministries Church in Mitchells Plein, 6 were members of Hillsong Church in Century City, a further 6 were members of Jubilee Church in Observatory, and 9 were members of His People Baxter Church in Rondebosch. The data collection as carried out in the study is discussed in detail in the following section.
4.4. DATA COLLECTION

Data collection in qualitative descriptive research is aimed at determining the nature of particular phenomena, it involves unstructured or semi-structured, open-ended individual interviews or focus groups (Lambert & Lambert, 2012). According to Allmark (2009), in-depth interviews are usually semi-structured or unstructured and are carried out on a one-to-one basis, or with a pair of interviewees. For the purposes of this study, 26 in-depth interviews were conducted, with 22 participants interviewed individually and 4 participants interviewed in pairs.

McDaniels and Gates (2006) identified a number of advantages of in-depth interviews; those relevant to this study are listed below:

- Group pressure is eliminated which may be an influencing factor in focus groups. It is therefore more likely that the participant will reveal more honest feedback, and not feedback that is more acceptable among peers.
- Concentrated attention on the participant results in the feeling that their views are important. The participants will therefore be more likely to give careful attention to the interview.
- The constant interaction between the interviewer and interviewee results in a heightened state of awareness in the participant, as there is no group of other participants to hide behind.
- There is a longer amount of time dedicated to one participant, which encourages them to reveal new information.
- The participant can be probed to reveal the feelings and motivations that underlie their given statements, revealing deeper insights.
- An in-depth interview allows more flexibility to explore comments and responses in an improvised way, which can provide essential insights into the topic.
- The intimacy created by the interaction with one participant enables the interviewer to be more sensitive to non-verbal feedback, which can reveal insights that support verbally expressed responses.
In addition, in-depth interviews are most suitable for situations in which sensitive or socially taboo areas are discussed (Keegan, 2009). The above advantages are significant to this particular study, as a topic that involves religion is likely to be a sensitive topic, resulting in a tendency for the interviewees to provide responses that are either inaccurate or incomprehensive. Interviewing participants on a one-to-one basis, or a paired basis along with someone in whose company they are at ease may be more likely to result in the provision of honest views and opinions. This is critical in order to uncover the in-depth insights that this study aims to uncover.

McDaniel and Gates (2006) further identified the disadvantages conducting in-depth interviews:

- There are high costs involved in conducting in-depth interviews.
- In-depth interviews tend to be physically exhausting, and therefore less ground is covered in a specified period of time than other qualitative methods, such as focus groups.

No incentives were offered to the participants for their participation in this study, however refreshments were budgeted for and were made available during the course of the interviews. The interviews took place over a period of two months, from June 2016 to July 2016, in which the data necessary for the analysis of this study was collected. Ultimately, the benefits of the advantages of in-depth interviews for this study outweighed the effects of their disadvantages.

### 4.4.1. Discussion guide

A discussion guide was used to facilitate the in-depth interviews. Firstly, the discussion guide provided an introduction to the researcher, a brief background of the study and an explanation of the manner in which the interview would be conducted. Secondly, an approximate duration of the interview was stated, and participants were assured that their participation was voluntary, that they could withdraw from participation at any time they wished to do so, and that their identities would remain anonymous. These components were aimed at establishing rapport...
with the participant, setting the basis for the relevant discussion as well as creating a comfortable atmosphere for the interview. In addition to the introductory section of the guide, oral consent was then requested from the participants. The questions outlined in the discussion guide were then posed to the individuals, with flexibility to answer as they wished. The flexibility provided opportunities for the researcher to improvise probing questions, leading to responses that revealed further insights into the statements previously given by the participants. The questions were limited, allowing participants to engage in free-flowing speech without interruption. Participants were further probed to elaborate on certain statements and asked to provide examples where necessary.

Although the interviews were largely unstructured, some questions were set out in discussion guide to guide the discussion in a way that would be relevant to the research objectives. The tri-component attitude model is used as the framework for this study, therefore the questions were formulated in order to guide the discussion towards results that could be categorised into the three components: the cognitive, affective, and conative components. The questions set out in the discussion guide included questions such as the following:

- What do you think the reasons are that churches engage in retailing? (addressing knowledge and beliefs: the cognitive component)
- What is your general attitude towards church retailing? How do you feel about the concept? (addressing feelings and emotions: the affective component)
- Would you purchase church retail products? (addressing behaviours and actions: the conative component)

Although largely allowing open-ended responses in order to obtain rich insights, the above questions resulted in responses in which the knowledge and beliefs, feelings and behaviours of the participants could be captured. The questions listed above are an excerpt from the discussion guide as a whole, which is provided in Appendix B. The church retail product list shown to the participants is provided in Appendix C.
4.4.2. Pilot

A pilot exercise consisting of two in-depth interviews was conducted in June 2016 in order to test and refine the discussion guide. According to Brace (2004), pilots address the following points:

- The participants’ understanding of the questions
- The logical flow of the questions
- Potential ambiguity of questions, and potentially leading or loaded questions
- The length of the interview

Following the pilot stage of this study, the main change made to the discussion guide was to remove and merge a number of questions which the participants considered redundant. Some questions were rephrased, and some were reordered in order to foster better understanding and the logical flow of the interview. Changes were also made to the church retail product list to add a product category which had not been included prior to the pilot. The pilot interviews were included in the final interviews and analysed along with the interviews conducted during the main fieldwork period.

4.5. ANALYSIS

Thematic analysis was the method employed in the analysis phase of this study. Thematic analysis is a method widely used in qualitative research studies in which the researcher actively identifies themes within a data set, selects those which are of significance to the particular study, and reports the findings (Taylor & Ussher, 2001). Thematic analysis was employed in this particular study from a realist or essentialist position, in which experiences, meanings and realities of the participants are reported, as described by Braun and Clarke (2006).
The 26 in-depth interviews were recorded, with the permission of the participants. The questions that were posed to participants by the researcher during the course of the interview, unless considerably diverting from the discussion guide, were transcribed using key words. The responses of the participants were fully transcribed, allowing for detailed analysis. The text from the transcripts was further transferred to thematic grids which formed the basis of analysis and allowed for thorough and systematic interpretation of the responses. The process of coding employed for this study followed qualitative analysis guidelines described by Miles and Huberman (1994) and Saldaña (2013), which involved the manual coding and categorisation of the data, the recoding and recategorisation of the data and, finally, the presentation of the themes identified during the process as theoretical contributions. For the purposes of this study, the themes derived from the data were ultimately categorised into the components of the tri-component attitude model, namely the cognitive component, which referred to the participants’ knowledge and beliefs; the affective component, which represented the feelings and emotions of the participants; and the conative component, representing the participants’ behaviour or actions as a result of their beliefs and emotions. Quotes from participants that supported the themes were extracted from the transcripts and presented along with the findings for evidential value. The information resulting from the data analysis was then used to compile the report of the findings, to be discussed in the following chapter.

4.6. CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter provided a detailed discussion of the methodology employed during the course of this study. The research design, as well as the targeted sample were then discussed. A description of the data collection instrument and its refinement followed, and the chapter concluded with an explanation of the qualitative analysis method.
CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH FINDINGS

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Following the analysis of 26 in-depth interviews, a number of major findings emerged from the data and are presented in this chapter. The demographic characteristics of the sample are first described, followed by a detailed discussion of the relevant findings. Based on the tri-component attitude model, each finding is presented either as a cognitive, affective or conative component of an attitude. Furthermore, as an integral part of the conative component, purchasing behaviour is explored by discussing the types of church retail products which the participants indicated they have purchased, would be likely to purchase, as well as those they would not purchase. The reasons for their purchasing behaviour toward the types of products are discussed simultaneously. The chapter then concludes with a summary of the preceding findings.

5.2. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The main themes resulting from the thematic analysis of the interviews are presented as part of either the cognitive, affective or conative component. Each of the findings are corroborated by verbatim quotations extracted from the various interviews. These quotations are not necessarily representative of all participants.

5.2.1. Cognitive component

The below discussions represent the knowledge and beliefs expressed by the participants regarding church retailing, as well as various types of church retail products.
Churches retail for monetary income

All but 2 of the 26 participants cited the generation of income as what they believe to be the primary reason for church retailing, using varying terms such as “fundraising”, “survival”, “costs”, and “money”. A commonly held belief is that although churches receive funds through regular offerings\(^5\) and tithes\(^6\) from their congregations, these sources alone are not sufficient. Thus, churches use retailing as a means to generate additional income. Differing viewpoints emerged when participants elaborated further, discussing what they believed the generated income is used for. Four of the twenty-six participants expressed mistrust in all church retailers, stating that they believe the profits generated from church retailing efforts by church leaders are purely for their own personal gain. The quotes below express this viewpoint:

*Churches are doing it for profit, simply put. But, for profits for whom? The pastors. Or whoever’s in charge (Participant 24)*

*Churches get money from their members, every week. Some of them, every day. There’s also donations from other organisations so when they start to sell things, it means that they want extra money, and I think that’s so that the pastors can live a lavish life, because nowadays pastors even compete with each other like “Who has the most money, the flashier car, the biggest house? (Participant 15)*

Nine of the participants expressed a complete sense of trust in church retailers, stating that church retailers use all funds generated to either invest in the church community and to cover church-related expenses or to invest in assisting the larger, disadvantaged community. Ford and Mottner (2002) state that whereas typical retailing largely focuses on generating profits, church-connected retailing tends to be aimed at supporting either the church itself or church-related activities such as raising funds for outreach programmes. This view is further supported by the below quotes extracted from this particular group of participants:

---

\(^5\) Offering: A contribution to the funds of a religious organisation (Collins Dictionary, 2016)

\(^6\) Tithe: A tenth part of agricultural or other procedure, personal income, or profits, contributed either voluntarily or as a tax for the support of the or clergy or for charitable purposes (Collins Dictionary, 2016)
From a finance perspective it can help in terms of consistency, knowing that you’re getting X amount each month from the bookstore or the coffee shop. It helps to know that they are covered; that if people stop giving or tithing, the church at least can cover part of their expenses. (Participant 4)

To make a bit of money to help the church. Lights don’t pay for themselves. The upkeep of the building needs to be paid for. (Participant 1)

To help out the communities, because that’s what they also do. They have feeding schemes and stuff and they can use the money for that. So yeah, it’s a good thing because at the end of the day it’s going towards a good cause. (Participant 13)

The remaining participants had ambivalent views, expressing a belief that there are churches that use the funds for church and community-building purposes, and other churches in which the individuals responsible for the management of the funds generated use them for personal gain.

I guess they need money. They have costs that they need to cover, and there’s an opportunity for them to make revenue. Well I think that’s supposed to be the main reason, but I’ve come across situations where people are not making money for the church but perhaps for their own pockets (Participant 5)

Somewhat they sell because they need to invest in their churches. The pastors also need to make a living in some way. Especially these new churches, they don’t just make it out of donations. They also sell for charity. And sometimes just because they’re greedy (Participant 10)

**Church retailing attracts members**

According to Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia (2009), churches employ methods similar to those used by the sales force in order to attract and maintain their church members. A large portion of the participants in this study expressed similar views, expressing that another reason for church retailing is churches’ desire to increase membership. Sixteen of the participants believed that retailing efforts by churches were likely to attract members to their church. A number of these participants
indicated that prospective members may be inclined to join a church which sold products that appealed to them. Church-branded products in particular were mentioned in conveying this viewpoint, with participants indicating that branded items such as clothing worn by individuals in public would increase awareness about the particular church.

There might be two reasons why churches retail, the first being to generate income for the church and the second to draw in and grow the congregation and perhaps attract attention to the particular church (Participant 20)

I think the world has become so brand aware that churches have felt the need to also do the same to probably attract members (Participant 14)

It’s generating people to expand the church community (Participant 23)

Because that’s how they get more members. It’s how they get their name out there. How else will you get to know about people’s church? (Participant 24)

**Church retailing meets religious consumers’ needs**

In contrast to the aforementioned church-focused benefits of church retailing, some participants identified a congregant-focused benefit. The main idea behind this view is that, in retailing, the church aims to satisfy the needs of their members for religious material in particular. This group of participants expressed that they are in need of spiritually aiding material, that the sermons presented by church leaders are often not sufficient to meet their spiritual needs, and that Christians in general have a significant demand for religious products. It is believed that church retailers sell products in order to meet this demand and provide not only products, but an accompanying service to religious consumers. This belief is further depicted by the following quotations:

Well it’s stuff that people need, like sermons or hymnbooks or bibles. It’s part of what people come to church for  (Participant 2)
If you look at the merchandise that churches are into, there’s a lot of books and tapes and stuff so there’s a demand in the market for that stuff, for religious material (Participant 4)

They usually just sell books that help you personally in your walk with Christ. In some cases maybe it’s just generally selling people products that sort of like edify them. Sort of like spiritual books on how to pray or something (Participant 3)

One, I think it’s good to support the congregation in terms of their spiritual walk. So for example, selling books that will help people on their spiritual journey that maybe they can’t find in a sermon or in a cell group or… It can be beneficial specifically to their needs at that time. I know there’s a lot of resources that can help people. And so I think the churches want to help with that (Participant 4)

I see it as they are trying to offer a service to people, of being able to access Christian literature like bibles, and worship CD’s. And I think it’s hugely helpful (Participant 19)

They do that to enrich your Christian walk or your Christian life. The sermon’s not enough, and the cell groups are not enough. You need more (Participant 1)

Furthermore, a service element of church retailing was mentioned by a participant, indicating that church retailers are skilled in spiritual matters and have the ability to assist religious consumers in finding products that meet their specific religious needs at any given time.

There are people there that you can ask, if you’re not sure about a book or you are struggling with something you can actually ask a pastor or something “What resources do I need? What could help me?”, and it’s there (Participant 12)

Churches retail to adapt to their environment

Einstein (2008) conveyed a similar notion, stating:

“We shouldn’t be surprised then that religion is being marketed in the current commercialized structure. In order to be heard above the noise of the rest of society, religion, too, must participate in order to survive”.
A number of participants echoed the same view, recognising the adaptation of churches to their worldly environment as a reason for retailing. These participants believed that, in one way or the other, church retailing is seen as a means of adapting to societal, economical, and technological changes. The below quotes from participants display this belief.

*I do think that religion and culture and tradition should evolve with the times. We’re in such a technological age and we’re in such a consumerist age that it just seems appropriate that the church would adapt to that climate, work its way into that market and find a space for itself. It just seems like a natural progression (Participant 9)*

*Everything has changed, the world, technology … And as a church then you must change so you can take care of your congregation. Throughout the years, everybody is selling to bring in an income (Participant 23)*

*The church is changing to adapt to the environment. Society is changing. I would have a problem with it if anyone were to say that the church should stay the same, give sermons the same, bring in new people the same way they always have… Like… Why? (Participant 9)*

**Churches retail in order to support the Christian industry**

A general support of the larger, Christian industry was cited by some participants as their perceived reason for, and result of church retailing. Four of the participants indicated that, above and beyond supporting their own church, one of the reasons for church retailing is also to support the Christian industry at large. A common belief among these participants was that all Christian churches benefit from the income that church retailing by any particular church generates, be it directly through inter-church donations or indirectly through spreading the word about Christianity, and thereby potentially expanding the congregations of Christian churches. The below quotes from two participants give more insight into this notion.

*It’s also a way for the churches to support the Christian industry in a way. By opening up a store in the church they actually are helping to support the bigger Christian industry (Participant 18)*
I know that the profits go to the body of the church in general as opposed to one particular church. I know that profits would circulate within Christianity and would further strengthen the bigger body of the church. (Participant 6)

**Churches retail in order to support a cause**

Many participants indicated that in addition to supporting the churches themselves, churches also engage in retailing to support specific community building causes. This group of participants believed that churches typically support a particular cause, ranging from orphanages to abused individuals and other disadvantaged communities, and thus use either all or a portion of the proceeds from retail sales to financially contribute to combating these issues.

Churches are always involved with some good causes. Like they set up soup kitchens and blanket-runs for the homeless in winter and things like that. And they need money for these things, and that’s how some of them do it (Participant 11)

It’s because the main reason is to support the cause that they are going to use the money for, to maybe donate or whatever. It’s to support that (Participant 13)

**Churches retail to increase church-consumer interaction**

Another perceived reason for church retailing was the desire for the church to interact with their members outside of the church services during which they have direct interaction, in order to keep themselves create and maintain their presence in religious consumers’ minds. This reason was important to note as it addresses the frequency of communication between the church retailer and the religious consumer. The viewpoint encompassed both the commercial relationship between church retailer and the religious consumer as well as the spiritual relationship between the church and the congregant. This view was expressed as below:

As a church, you have to infiltrate into the more intimate moments when they’re not actually there at church, too. And that’s why you’ll sell them something- to interject into those moments when they’re alone. They come to service, but what are you doing as a church during the week to keep yourselves at the forefront of their minds so that they can keep
focusing on you? Retail. You don’t have to go obscenely innovative, a water bottle is fine. As long as it’s there- a reminder (Participant 7)

**Church retail is convenient**

Many participants viewed themselves as the beneficiaries of churches’ retailing activities, stating that the church’s provision of religious materials made it convenient for them to access the products that they need. A large proportion of the sample indicated that they purchase products from church retailers simply because it is convenient for them. The fact that they are present at a church service and certain products are available at the same location saves religious consumers time that would otherwise have been spent traveling to another location to obtain them. The following quotes convey this viewpoint.

*Your objective is to make your life convenient as possible. And so you may not give two hoots whether this bread is going to go into the church’s pocket or the pastor’s pocket, but the bread’s right there and you don’t feel like driving from the church service to the Pick n Pay down the road, so you’ll get the bread there.* (Participant 9)

*You can get the book there instead of people travel all the way to get to the mall. It’s a convenience thing* (Participant 16)

*Convenience. So the fact that I didn’t have to go to a different store and go look for it. At the moment there’s… you know the only real franchise that I know of is CUM books. Other than that you have to go online. So convenience is a massive factor* (Participant 21)

*Other than at church the only other place I know of that sells it in a commercial retail environment- Christian books, bibles, CD’s, all those kinds of things- would be CUM books. And there’s one at Canal Walk, which is far for me from Newlands and there’s one at Blue Route, which is also quite far. They’re not in every shopping centre, so for me it’s convenient actually* (Participant 19)

*I would say, in the context that we’ve discussed- which is specifically to make Christian resources to the members of the church- I’ve got no problem, I think it’s a good thing actually because it saves me the trouble of having to drive to CUM books* (Participant 12)
Some of us need more music, so you get your CD’s, and it’s easier to get it from church. It’s very convenient to go into the bookstore and gifts, like your mugs, your pencils and your books (Participant 22)

**Transparency is key**

A point that was mentioned often by the participants throughout the interviews is that when churches engage in retailing, transparency regarding the use of the funds is a factor that is important to them. The following quotations serve as an example:

*I think if a church really is to… wants to sort of dive into this whole retail thing, I think it’s very important that they are very clear; that there is complete honesty: “We are trying to fundraise for this, or that”. Because I feel it’s so important for me as a buyer* (Participant 8)

*I think it’s just very important that we know where our money is going. You know when you’re swiping at PicknPay that you’re making the CEO of PicknPay rich. You know when you buy your phone and you are using MTN you know you’re probably adding to that CEO’s holiday fund. I mean we’re fully aware of that but I think in terms of church, it’s not talked about. I feel like it needs to be talked about, it needs to be addressed* (Participant 17)

*The minute that they take money from the members, they have to do financial statements- that must be disclosed properly. The minute they do that it must now be structured, more like a registered business. Where they will stand and say “Church members, we have made so much, we have spent it like this, and now we are left with so much, we need more”* (Participant 22)

*I think church and business can go together, as long as we’re being transparent, we’re being clear* (Participant 25)

**There is scope for exploitation**

A large amount of participants expressed a belief that members of the Christian faith have an inherent trusting nature and desire to help people, based on what they believe to be the fundamental principles of Christianity. They indicated that, as church leaders have a significant amount of influence on their members, they thus
have the ability to use retailing as a means to exploit this nature. This perception was expressed in various ways by participants, depicted in the below quotations.

Christianity makes us gullible to a certain extent. So it’s easy, it’s very easy, to sell the ‘things of God’ to Christians because all we have to do is mention God (Participant 14)

There’s so many other things you could do to raise funds for the church, you don’t need to end up doing that [selling] and I think that’s how people don’t realise that they are being exploited. Because they always think “Oh no, we need to do it for the good of the church”. They brainwash- if I can say that- people into thinking that (Participant 26)

Another view, expressed in the following quote, was that because their religion is to a certain extent based on the concept of belief, most Christians do not question or scrutinise matters of the church and as such have an extensively accepting, exploitable nature. The quote further depicts a perception that human nature is inherently flawed in that some human beings who possess a level of power are bound to exploit the weaknesses they perceive in others.

At the heart of religion there is this thing called faith. And faith means that there is certain level of questioning that gets stripped away. You’re not supposed to understand how God works, you’re not supposed to understand how religion works, you’re not supposed to understand the blessings or the hardships that you face in your life. You’re just supposed to believe. And when that kind of message is fed to you, the human beings that are feeding it to you have all the power in the world to say “I am working through God, and you must not question why I’m selling you this blessed pen, or this blessed bible, or this blessed item of clothing. You must just accept… that you are doing good for God and the church, and that makes you a good person”. And with that much power, I think it’s just human nature that someone is going to exploit that. (Participant 9)

Some participants referred to the extent of the influence church leaders have within their communities, and their ability to persuade their members to believe in a number of concepts including that, in exchange for purchasing certain products, they may gain religious or spiritual benefits. Furthermore, the purchasing of church retail products was described as “buying hope”.
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Religion is such a powerful tool. And you can get your congregation to believe whatever you say to them if you frame it in the word of God. And so, if you accept that, it’s quite conceivable that you can get members of your congregation to believe that by buying this “Holy pen” they will write the best exam of their lives because the pen has been blessed by the pastor. Meanwhile the pastor is just taking the money for himself. (Participant 9)

So people are buying… are purchasing hope for their situations. That’s basically what it is. I think that’s the essence, the main, the most fundamental thing that they are buying. It’s not the item itself, it’s what the item represents and the item that people buy represents hope. So that’s what … that’s actually the commodity that people are buying (Participant 15)

Churches are not skilled in retailing

According to Angheluta, Strambu-Dima & Zaharia (2009), commercial principles and techniques can be applied by religious organisations constructively. The matter questioned by many participants was the competency of churches to sell products to consumers as effectively as commercial retailers. Some participants believed that the church was simply not skilled in retailing products. The quote below depicts this idea.

You need a professional to do it. Not saying that if you’re a church you’re not a professional but I feel like you’d want to go to a car dealership to buy a car and not go to a church to buy a car. Unless maybe I know of a person in church selling the car that has some sort of background in car sales. But apart from that, why are you trying to sell us a car? Do you even know anything about selling people cars? So just the experience and professional part of it (Participant 6)

Purchasing many products is unwise

As participants gave accounts of other people’s buying behaviour towards church retail, a theme that emerged was that they seemed to associate the tendency to buy large amounts of church retail products with a lower level of discernment. The quotes below convey this belief.
For me, it becomes a negative view knowing people who are very into church and they’ll buy into anything that they’re told. And it always targets a certain group of people who need something to believe in, or to hold on to. And then basically you’re selling them a dream (Participant 14)

If the church markets properly, there are people that will fall for that, who would rather buy from the church than Pick n Pay because “It’s my church, I’m supporting”. I’m not that sucker, but people do it. Christians are very gullible, they think “I’m a Christian, I must buy from the church rather than Pick n Pay, because the marketing guy [at church] told me “it’s all about the church” (Participant 21)

Church being a large market, an easy market at that, where believers are believers… When you go to a church, they tend to believe in the leader so much that if the leader says “I use this and this is what I’m bringing forward” they will follow that (Participant 1)

**More business means less church**

Throughout the interviews, it became apparent that some participants felt that there was a negative correlation between retailing and the church’s mission; that the more that churches adopt the characteristics of retail enterprises, the less they embody their religious purpose. The church and retail were viewed as concepts operating under vastly different value systems.

There are still additional ways in which churches bring people in, like doing sermons elsewhere, like missionary work and things like that. Not marketing and selling, because it rules out why the church is there, what the church stands for in terms of authenticity. It’s like two contrasts, it just doesn’t work (Participant 26)

It sounds like it’s a money-making scheme. I suppose sometimes people do need to do fundraising. Maybe if it’s a one-off event or something, but if you go to church and there’s a permanent shop, I don’t know. It’s like now it’s a business more than it’s about church, and I don’t think I’d feel comfortable in a place like that (Participant 2)

At retail stores they are profit orientated, and that’s it. Whatever it takes to… they will use whatever measures, which might not be Christian-based. So that’s my main problem with
the church becoming like a retail store, because the two don’t operate under the same principles and values (Participant 13)

5.2.2. Affective component

Participants expressed multiple emotions towards church retailing during the course of the interview which, at the most rudimentary level of analysis, could be classified as either negative or positive. The emotions and feelings are presented below under the general headings of positive and negative emotions, and further elaborated on according to their context.

Positive emotions towards church retailing

Various positive emotions emerged within various contexts, with participants using using terms ranging in intensity, from “okay with” and “comfortable with”, to “excited” and “inspired”. Quotations from various interviews are presented below according to the context in which they were expressed.

Spiritual fulfilment

Participants indicated that they received spiritual fulfilment as a result of the church retail products they had purchased. Furthermore, this was associated with positive feelings of excitement, gratification and happiness. Participants indicated that, in retailing religious material, the church assists them in achieving their spiritual goals, or with overcoming hardships in various areas of their lives. The below response was given when the participant was asked to describe their feelings when using the products they described as those purchased for spiritual fulfilment.

We buy things from a church because they mean something or they have some supernatural or spiritual value (Participant 1)

I’m excited, especially when I get the latest CD of my favourite artist, then I’d play it over and over and I’ll just feel excited. Blessed, encouraged, happy… I suppose when I’m reading a book then I am very inspired (Participant 4)
So every time I buy from a church, it’s about the cause, and it’s about my beliefs, and what this could do in terms of my spiritual life (Participant 26)

I needed those resources. To help me in my walk with God (Participant 5)

**Identification and belonging**

It is believed that consumers convey their religious identity and the magnitude of their faith to others through consumption choices (Minkler & Coşgel, 2004). This theme was identified mainly when participants referred to church-branded products, or products that are apparently religious. They viewed church as a group, indicating that purchasing church retail products allowed them to identify with that group and feel a sense of belonging. These participants felt that, in using church retail products, one would be associated with a particular group, be it the church behind the retail operation in particular, the Christian denomination or with the Christian religion at large.

For example, I had a T-shirt when we went away for a church camp, and it gave a feeling of belonging. It's identification, like “this is my home” (Participant 1)

So like a soccer team, you sell jerseys because people want to identify themselves as being part of it, or supporters of it. That’s one of the areas that the church would be addressing (Participant 11)

In terms of things like T-shirts, I think the same reason that I have a hoodie for my undergrad class is the reason I would buy a T-shirt from church. It’s just to wear it to symbolise that you belong to that sort of group, or section. So when I do buy them it’s for that belonging to that sort of thing. So when I do then wear a hoodie, you’re going to know that I did chemistry and graduated in 2015 or I’m from His People Baxter church (Participant 16)

While some participants felt positively about being outwardly identified with their church or their religion, one participant expressed an aversion to the idea. The quote below conveys this point.
Whatever you do publicly will be associated with that congregation. Like if you wear an ANC shirt, whatever you do will be associated with the ANC. I want to have my own identity, and not always be associated with the church (Participant 26)

**Comfort with transparency**

Feelings of comfort were associated with the church being financially transparent, as shown in the below quotation.

*And transparency gives one a definite level of comfort about the honourability and the intentions of the church that are running the enterprise. And that would would affect a lot* (Participant 19)

**Negative emotions towards church retailing**

A number of negative emotions emerged within various contexts, with participants using terms such as “upsets”, “feels wrong” “scary”, “hate”, and “angers”. Quotations are presented below according to the context in which they were expressed.

**Anger towards misuse of funds**

Some participants expressed emotions of anger and fear as a result of the belief that church leaders use the funds generated from church retailing for personal gain. The below quotes convey these emotions.

*Money! Money. It’s scary that so many churches… the leaders of the churches, they’re living in palaces… and I hate it* (Participant 21)

*It angers me though! You see a pastor all decked out in designer clothes, expensive cars there, even hiring bodyguards or some type of entourage. Living like a celebrity, from the people’s money* (Participant 12)

**Anxiety concerning lack of transparency**

Some participants expressed feelings of fear and anxiety towards a lack of transparency, as indicated in the below quotations.
I’ve got a little bit of a problem with the church: I don’t always know where the money goes. And that’s scary. If you’re not open, there’s something wrong (Participant 21)

But now if you want to set up a small market in the church, then it’s like “Where is this money going? What are we doing?”. When it becomes unclear, that’s when I start to feel uneasy (Participant 23)

Also once you can’t sort of truthfully speak about why are you selling that thing and what the money is really used for, then maybe you shouldn’t be selling that thing (Participant 6)

**Anger with regards to exploitation**

The emotions expressed towards the perception of exploitation within a church retail setting were largely negative, conveyed further by the below excerpts:

_ I am concerned about the retailing that seeks to exploit people, so talking more about your holy oil or holy water or spiritual soap. I’ve got an issue with that because it’s not a strictly economic exercise. And it’s a dishonest sale (Participant 11)_

_ I don’t like the idea that people would use God to … which sometimes has happened where people will sell things in the name of God and there is nothing Godly about the things (Participant 14)_

_ If you’re trying to be a shop, then be a shop. Don’t try and be a shop in the name of the church because you know that people will support your business because it weighs down on the conscience of their faith. Don’t do that. Don’t manipulate people (Participant 6)_

_ We also don’t want to feel like you’re now just starting your business in church. How do we not know that you’re just here selling all these things because you’re just banking on the fact that we’re Christians and we’re going to buy your stuff because we’re assuming it’s for a better cause, and then what if this is you just - you know this is your income? So I think maybe that’s where the problem lies (Participant 3)_

Interestingly, one participant explained why their belief that the church retailers exploit of religious consumers does not necessarily result in negative or positive emotions:
I know enough to realise that people need to work in this world and succeed. If they're going
to use somebody else’s emotions and beliefs to create a business where they know they will
make money, you know, I'm not going to be angry at that person because he found a trigger
in somebody. You know money is money, I want money too. Do I think it's right? No. But it
doesn't bring out a negative emotion in me because I am aware that it happens in life
(Participant 17)

Division, exclusion and pressure
Participants expressed that it is human nature to seek external validation from the
communities to which they belong. Furthermore, they felt that in regularly purchasing
church retail products, consumers create a positive, highly religious image for
themselves in the church community. Participants indicated that those who purchase
the products more frequently could be seen to be more supportive of the church, and
therefore are perceived to have a higher degree of religiosity, separating them from
those who do not frequently purchase them. Most participants believe that those who
either cannot afford to purchase the church’s products, or simply choose not to, may
feel ostracised or have a less popular image within their church community. The
below quotations depict the participants’ feelings towards these views.

• Division

If certain members of a church all have particular church products, they can have the
ability to look outward and say “You don’t have these wonderful church items that we
do. We’re up here, closer to God. You’re down there, you’re less than we are”
(Participant 9)

Then it becomes like a ‘club’. Like “You’ve got the latest shirt that has my church
name” or “If you don’t have shoes that are branded then you’re not Christian
enough”. It can create unhealthy disunity or competition in the church. It can cause
cliques and disruption in the unity of the church. So I’m not big on that (Participant 4)

People can use these products to create an outward impression that they are so
good that they parted with their hard-earned money to support the church, and that
that makes them better than someone who didn’t (Participant 15)
• **Exclusion**

*If your religion is an important part of who you are, you have every right to want to express that in the products that you use. But that can also be used to isolate people, and create this perception that your religion or association with this particular congregation puts you on a higher footing* (Participant 9)

*I don’t know how I feel about that. I don’t agree with it. And what if I don’t buy from them? What if I don’t buy your clothes? Or your shoes? Does that mean I’m not part of the church?* (Participant 1)

*Christianity is a lifestyle. Religion is a lifestyle. And if you don’t fully immerse yourself in that lifestyle then “you’re not part of the church”. So people find themselves buying into that and buying into religion. People put a lot of pressure on each other. As a church, are you not supposed to be taking that away? You’re crossing a line that you shouldn’t be crossing* (Participant 6)

• **Pressure to buy**

*I once bought a horrible T-shirt from an NGO. Bad quality. But I bought it! Because… because my 3 friends were buying from him… from this guy that was using the money, for a good cause. Now that’s 3 people. Imagine a congregation! You might not like the quality, you might not even want the product but because everybody says this is good and it’s for a great cause, now you’re forced to buy it* (Participant 12)

*Instead of creating unity, the church then creates competition, because some people can’t afford. People end up buying because there’s a sense of “Bazothini?” (isiZulu for: What will people say?). And there’s something very wrong when a church capitalises on that* (Participant 1)

Participants indicated the feelings of division and exclusion results in some a feeling of pressure to purchase products that they otherwise may not have purchased. This particular view bears similarity to the concept of normative compliancy, defined as the degree to which consumers may be influenced to purchase a product based on the need to fulfil the expectations of members of a group or family (Terblanche, 2002).
Confusion and guilt regarding recourse for faulty products

A concern that was expressed by participants was that they believe they have no legal protection against church retailers for products that did not fulfil their expectations, or that they would feel guilty using such an avenue if it did exist. These feelings were expressed by some participants as follows:

*What is it meant to do and how are you guaranteeing your product? Because if I buy it and my life continues to be the mess it is, can I come back to you? Am I protected by any law? What is there?* (Participant 1)

*I don’t know how I would manage the conversation with the church if I got a bible and then it had a couple of pages teared inside* (Participant 14)

*I want to know that I could go to somebody if something goes wrong. And I’d feel really bad taking the church to court, can you imagine?! I’d feel so bad. Even if they could pay me back. I mean how do you sue God?* (Participant 17)

The above quote, in which the participant considers recourse against church retailers tantamount to recourse against God, indicates an inability to separate the church retailer from God, or Christianity.

5.2.3. Conative component

After expressing their beliefs about church retail and conveying their emotions towards it, participants described some of the actions they take when engaging in the church retailing process, which largely referred to the purchasing of church retail products. Where the emotions were positive, the action was to generally purchase the products, whereas when the emotions were negative, the action was to avoid the purchasing of church retail products.

**Purchasing is a means of altruism**

Religion is believed to have significant influence on the development of a sense of purpose and values oriented to the needs and welfare of others (Delener, 1994). A number of this study’s participants believe that one of the main missions of a church
is to empower underprivileged communities and that the funds they generate are used to fulfil that mission.

*I’ve never bought something from a church because I desperately needed that thing. I’ve never needed something in my life, be it food or clothing, and thought “Hey, let me go to a church shop and buy it there”. It has always been with the view to support the church.* (Participant 9)

*I also just want to show my support in helping their cause. So I think apart from… If I’m not going to buy something because I need it, I’m going to buy something because I want to support the cause that you’re representing.* (Participant 20)

*In other cases, it’s been bake outs or cake sales or things like that, that were for fundraising, so I would obviously want to support the cause. With the jewellery, I bought because it was nice and I was supporting the cause that I knew it was going into.* (Participant 17)

These participants, when purchasing church retail products, view the church as a medium through which they as consumers contribute to disadvantaged communities.

**Advertising for the church**

Participants identified this as a motive for purchasing church retail products, with some viewing themselves as an advertising medium that could potentially attract members when wearing church-branded clothing, or being seen as a medium for the church’s mission by passively spreading a religious message when wearing clothing with a Christian or biblical symbol or message. The first quote below conveys the former belief while the second supports the latter.

*My motive would be to support the church, so I’d buy something that has the church’s logo. If someone saw me wearing that T-shirt they’d say “Where is that T-shirt from? And what is it about?”. Then I could tell you a story and invite you to church.* (Participant 25)

*When I’m wearing a T-shirt and it has a verse there… This one time I was wearing a T-shirt and it said “If God is with you, who can be against you?”. And this one woman was like “Wow, I needed to hear that”. So that’s why I like buying, because it’s going to talk to
someone, somewhere. Even if I just wear it, and take it casually, it's a message on its own and it’s talking on my behalf (Participant 16)

**Less critical of church retail products**

Some participants indicated that they would scrutinise church retail products less intensely than they would products from a traditional retailer. Some indicated that they would even be less critical of the price at which church retailers sell their products. For these participants, the fact that the church sells the products matters more than the quality of the product itself. This was expressed as follows by a number of participants:

*I feel like I am less guarded when I buy from at church. I don’t expect that something will be inferior, so I don’t overly analyse stuff that I get from church. There’s a certain understanding which is based on Christianity and what we believe in and, based on those Christian principles, I expect from the walls of the church that we operate in those principles. Whereas when I am outside church I don’t know who I am dealing with, I don’t know whether you are a Christian or not, so I expect anything from you* (Participant 14)

*With the church, I don’t think I’ve ever practiced the same critical thinking and applying myself as I would with any other shop, and looking at it as any other normal, commercial transaction. There’s always a deeper meaning behind it* (Participant 17)

*Most people wouldn’t be as price conscious because they’ve just had a great sermon and in their mind they may be justifying why it’s good to buy the product. Whereas if you go into a normal store you’ll be a bit more cautious because “This is just going to a company, I’m not supporting my local church”. You treat it like a normal transaction* (Participant 4)

*It’s almost like, because the church is selling it, you can get an inferior product and be okay with that* (Participant 15)

**More critical of church retail products**

Conversely, some participants expressed that they would be more critical of church retail products. This view is related to the previously discussed perception that churches are not skilled in retailing. The fact that the church is venturing into territory in which some individuals feel they are not skilled resulted in an expectation for lower
quality products. For these individuals, the quality of the product mattered more than the source. Thus they scrutinise church retail products more than they would traditional retail products.

*I would assume that OMO has gone through all the SAB standards, including the packaging - it meets the requirements. As for the church, I just want them to prove the quality of their products. I'd want to see a loyal customer base, word-of-mouth, people to tell me that they used it and it's a good product. They'd have to show in their labelling that “this is the process that we’ve followed” and it needs to align to the normal checking. I know it sounds unfair that I'd check a church that much. I probably wouldn't check another brand that much* (Participant 17)

One participant indicated that they would expect the church to provide high quality products with regards to religious material, more than they would with regards to material they did not consider to be religious.

*They might not have the greatest clothes and stuff, but I think with books and CD’s I'd expect a higher standard from the church, because this is a place where you’re trying to teach people about faith, get people engaged with faith matters, trying to get people to establish a relationship with God. Therefore make sure you’re giving them very good stuff, or the best stuff that you can possibly get* (Participant 26)

The above quotation indicates a distinction between attitudes towards church retail products that are perceived to be authentic and those that are perceived to be less authentic. The topic of authenticity is further explored in the below finding.

**Propensity to purchase authentic rather than unauthentic products**
Research conducted by Ford and Mottner (2002) revealed that authenticity, in a church retailing context, was the degree to which the products are related to the church itself, or the church’s mission and activities. The statements given by the participants of this study were generally more positive when church retail products were related to the church and more negative when there was no apparent relation. Participants indicated that they were more likely to buy products related to religion than those that were not.
Whenever anyone sells something, it works best when it’s authentic. So if Samsung started selling me homemade cupcakes, I’d be like “But hang on, Samsung. That’s not what you’re about. Why are you trying to venture into things that you know nothing about?” So I would only ever buy something from a church that I thought was in line with the church’s message, and I’ve been saying “message” a lot and what I mean by that is… everything that embodies what the bible and what a Christian should stand for. So for the same reason that I wouldn’t buy a cupcake from Samsung, or I wouldn’t buy a TV from Toyota; I wouldn’t buy anything from church that I don’t believe is in line with what they stand for (Participant 9)

I think as long as it’s related to church activities, I mean that’s fine. Like if they are selling clothes and stuff then I’d be like “No”. But if they just keep it to church business, I think that’s good. There has to be some relation. So even if you are not using the product at church, like with a DVD of a sermon, it’s still an extension of what happened there (Participant 2)

If numbers come, then they come and if the finances come, then they come. But you’ve got to link everything with that vision- that includes bookstores or resources stores… I think as soon as you start overlaying over that, like “We need more money” or… “Why don’t we do this, why don’t we do that?”… If it’s not aligning to your vision then, to me, it shouldn’t be done (Participant 4)

If the T-shirt or apron or whatever had a verse on it, yes. For me, it’s the message. Is there any form of God, religion or something spiritual connected with it? That’s fine (Participant 1)

If the item that you’re buying is not related to the religion in any way, then I would be sceptical of the whole thing, and the church, and its reason for existence. And then I wouldn’t buy it, I would just go buy it at a regular store (Participant 16)

My question is: Why are you selling this? What purpose is it serving? Why is lotion at church? What is the correlation? Why are we putting it together? (Participant 1)

If the product and the church’s beliefs and message seem to be in conflict with one another then I think “Well, hang on. There’s human interest at play here”. And I don’t have time for that. Rather start up your own little corner shop and sell things in your own name, but don’t use the church’s name to further your own selfish ends (Participant 9)
A recurring sentiment throughout the interviews was that products viewed as authentic were more attractive in a church retail setting, and more likely to be purchased. Products that were perceived as less authentic or unauthentic were not only less likely to be bought, but were also likely to affect attitudes (beliefs, feelings and behaviours) towards the church itself.

**Types of church retail products purchased**

During each interview, participants were shown a list of various product categories sold by church retailers in South Africa (see Appendix B), and asked which products they have purchased from a church retailer, which products they would be likely to purchase from a church retailer and which products they would not be likely to purchase from a church retailer. Participants gave examples from their previous experiences, however they also referred to the product types on the list. In some cases, participants had previously purchased products that they indicated they would not purchase again, and in some cases, they were willing to purchase products which they had not previously purchased. Publications such as religious books and bibles were the products most bought by the participants, followed by multimedia products such as CD and DVD recordings of sermons and Christian music. Food and refreshments followed on the list of products most commonly purchased, followed by mugs, clothing and jewellery. Products that appeared sparsely on the list of products purchased included stationary and accessories. Household and homeware products appeared once in the list of products purchased, while products that had never been purchased by any of the participants included cleaning products, children’s products and cosmetics.

### 5.3. PRODUCTS OF HIGH VALUE VS PRODUCTS OF LOW VALUE

Participants were asked what value they attach to the various church retail products they have purchased. The most highly valued products were those that they perceive to be authentic, or related to the church’s mission and activities. Amongst the most valued products were bibles and other Christian books, as well as videos of recorded sermons and Christian CD’s. Products that the participants valued less included jewellery, clothing, stationery, accessories and food. The below table depicts the
types of products which were highly valued by participants, and the products to which they attached a low value.

**Table 5.1: Church retail product value**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Value</td>
<td>Bibles, Christian books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Value</td>
<td>Christian CD's and DVD's, Christian-related T-shirts and mugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Value</td>
<td>Accessories, stationery, jewellery, household &amp; home products, food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main reasons participants stated for the high value attached to the religious material were that the products were spiritually fulfilling, and that they incurred higher costs in purchasing them. The reasons given for the products that were less valued were that they were quickly consumed, less costly to attain and offered limited, or no spiritual fulfilment.

**5.4. CHAPTER SUMMARY**

This chapter provided a discussion of the findings that resulted from the analysis of the in-depth interviews conducted. The first section provided a demographic profile of the participants, based on the categories of race, gender, and age, as well as their church affiliation. The second section discussed the main themes that emerged from the analysis of the interviews, categorised into the components of the tri-component attitude model, namely the cognitive, affective and conative components. This section contained various quotations extracted from the interviews to support each theme. The chapter then concluded with a discussion of the various types of church retail products the participants had purchased, and those they would be likely to purchase and those they would be unlikely to purchase. The chapter then concluded with a discussion of the value that the participants attached to the church retail products they have purchased. The following chapter discusses the study conclusions, limitations, and the managerial implications.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter serves as a conclusion of the dissertation. In the first section, a reiteration of the research objectives is provided in order to facilitate the subsequent discussions. Conclusions and discussions of the main findings are then presented, followed by the limitations of the study, and the recommendations for further research.

6.2. REITERATION OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The tri-component attitude model was used as a framework on which to base the findings of this study. The findings were presented based on the cognitive, affective and conative components of attitudes, according to this model. Two primary objectives were established for this study:

- To investigate the attitudes of church members towards the concept of church retailing.
- To discover the attitudes of church members towards various types of church retail products.

The research findings, discussed in chapter 5 of this study, revealed cognitive, affective and conative components of attitudes towards the concept of church retailing, and towards various types of products sold by church retailers. Further presented below are the findings discussed further alongside their associated managerial implications.
6.3. DISCUSSION OF INSIGHTS AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The findings of this study revealed that the cognitive, affective and conative components of the participants interact with each other to form certain attitudes. Some important insights emerged between the various findings. These insights, and their potential implications for church retailers or churches which may consider venturing into retail, are discussed below.

The ‘why’ and the ‘who’ of church retailing
Following an examination of the research findings, it was noted that the participants of this study are generally receptive to the concept of church retailing. As the beliefs, emotions and behaviours towards church retailing contrasted with their mention of the various beneficiaries thereof, it was revealed that the participants’ attitudes were not as concerned with the church retail activities themselves as they were with the reasons why the church pursued those activities. Particularly, participants were not as interested in the act of church retailing as they were interested in who the ultimate beneficiaries of the profits would be. An implication arising from this insight is that church retailers will likely benefit from more positive consumer attitudes if they are able to communicate unambiguously which individuals or organisations benefit from their retailing efforts.

The altruistic nature of religious consumers
Participants of this study demonstrated that, in a church context, they bear concern for the wellbeing of others, and indicated that churches can be a medium for them to play a role in assisting disadvantaged individuals or communities. Moreover, although participants expressed concern for the wellbeing of the church itself, they expressed a higher concern for wellbeing of the communities that the church supports. Furthermore, participants indicated that the desire to support a cause was predominant over their other motives for purchasing church retail products, such as convenience and identification or belonging. Participants indicated a higher propensity to purchase church retail products in the event that the ultimate beneficiaries of the retail operation are disadvantaged communities. Thus, if church retailers contribute to a social cause, it may be constructive for them to communicate the fact to their consumers.
The discerning nature of the religious consumer

Although demonstrating altruism, participants demonstrated a high level of cognisance about the benefits and the pitfalls of church retailing. They indicated that the benefits include the upliftment of various disadvantaged communities, religious fulfilment for the religious consumer, convenience, and identification and belonging. In indicating the pitfalls of church retailing, a lack of transparency, exploitation of the congregation and misuse of funds within church structures were mentioned. Some participants indicated that these factors influenced not only their decision to purchase retail products, but their general feelings and behaviours towards the church or even the religion itself. Thus, rather than indiscriminately purchasing church retail products in furtherance of their altruistic characteristics, some religious consumers are likely to be discerning in their approach to purchasing from church retailers, making judgements based on factors such as the level of transparency within the church retail structure and their perceptions of the communities that benefit. Furthermore, some participants indicated that they considered individuals that did not practise the critical approach that they did to be undiscerning. Thus, it could prove imprudent for church retailers to retail their products without firstly allaying their consumers’ concerns.

Transparency influences purchasing behaviour

A number of participants stated that their likelihood of purchasing church retail products decreased with a perceived lack of transparency regarding the use of funds generated from church retailing activities. Conversely, the participants indicated that they were more likely to purchase from church retailers if there was explicit communication between church retailers and their consumers with regards to the use of the income generated from church retail sales. Thus, managers of church retail stores may benefit from explicitly communicating their intended use of funds to their consumers. Such communication may include displaying visual communication such as signage in a church retail store, informing consumers about the projects or communities which the funds are used to serve. However, as church retailers may be communicating to a discerning and critical audience, it may prove beneficial to include visual evidence in their communications, such as photographs or video recordings of their efforts. Furthermore, church retailers may communicate
opportunities for the consumers to be involved in the activities funded by the church retail sales.

**Authentic products are of higher value than unauthentic products**

Products that the participants considered spiritually aiding were those that they considered to be most authentic. This particular finding was not unexpected, as previous studies have shown that consumers place a higher value on products that they perceive to have the quality of authenticity (Mochari, 2014). Participants who valued these products indicated that they derive considerable spiritual benefit from them and, moreover, that they could pass onto others. Thus, they were more inclined to purchase such products than those of less value. Thus, it would be prudent for church retailers to consider the products most valued by religious consumers in making retail decisions, and to focus their efforts on providing such resources. Furthermore, it has been revealed by marketing researchers that consumers’ price sensitivity decreases as their perception of the value of the products increases (Bhattacharjee, 2006). This information may be beneficial to church retailers in the context of pricing strategies.

**Books are the products most bought**

Research has revealed that religious publishing is the most profitable and rapidly growing segment in religious retail (Einstein, 2008). Over 52 million religious books were sold in the United States of America in 2014, which represented an increase of 10.5% compared to the previous year, considerably outperforming the 2.4% increase for the entire book market (Nielsen, 2015). The South African publishing industry in particular recorded a R226 million turnover for the religious publishing sub-sector in 2011, which constituted 7% of the turnover of the South African publishing industry as a whole (Struik, Galloway & Le Roux, 2013). In light of this, religious books were shown to be the most rapidly growing segment in publishing in a number of markets. However, unlike other industries, there is no standardised means for collecting data on religious products, therefore the money spent by consumers in this sector may be underreported (Einstein, 2008). Thus, it is not surprising that religious books were reported to be the most purchased church retail product by the participants of this study. The high value placed on religious books may contribute to the explanation of
the growth of this sector. Thus, it is suggested that church retailers are likely to have more success in making books available in their retail stores than other products.

**Separating the church retail from the church**

Some participants indicated a propensity to consider church retailers and God or the church itself to be one joint entity, or entities that were difficult to separate from one another. This was shown in the references to church retailers usually resulting in participants referring to the church, God, or Christianity as a whole as the providers of the products in their discussions. Although this could be viewed as an advantage to church retailers in the sense that they could be viewed to be a sacred entity, which could result in benefits such as loyalty, it is likely that activities conducted by church retailers that are viewed negatively by religious consumers could impact on their views of the church, church leaders, and the religion as a whole. Thus, it is suggested that church retailers approach their activities with caution so as not to impact on church members’ attitudes towards their religion, or their religious leaders.

**Church retailing as a prospect**

A common benefit that the participants indicated they derived from church retail products was the provision of supplementary support in faith-related matters. Furthermore, participants expressed that sermons offered during church services were not sufficient in aiding spiritual development. Thus, while there is a need to assess churches that operate retail outlets, it may also be beneficial for churches that do not engage in retailing to determine the extent to which their members feel supported in terms of additional religious resources. Assessing and satisfying their congregation’s needs in this regard may lead to a more mutually beneficial relationship.

**The predominance of the cognitive component**

This study revealed a number of findings regarding the attitudes of church members towards church retailing and various church retail products. The findings were categorised under one of each of the components of the tri-component attitude model. This categorisation is graphically depicted in the below figure.
A review of the findings reveals that a larger proportion of the findings formed part of the cognitive component of attitudes, indicating that there were more beliefs discussed during the free-flowing discussions than emotions and behaviours. Church retailers, by reconsidering their approach to retailing, could therefore look into further influencing the cognitive components of their consumers’ attitudes and sustaining the more favourable beliefs. This could be achieved through various efforts such as meeting religious consumer needs and supporting community building causes. On the other hand, church retailers could explore means in which to influence unfavourable beliefs, such as the view that church retailers exploit their consumers, misuse the profits generated, and generally lack transparency regarding their use of funds.
6.4. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study had a geographical limitation in that it was undertaken in Cape Town, and thus the results do not encompass the views of church members in other areas of South Africa.

A limitation of qualitative research in general is that, due to the small sample sizes, the results are not representative of any specific population. However, as the research was aimed at discovering rather than justifying, a small and geographically limited sample does not reduce the value of the research. The contribution of this research could potentially be derived from the originality of the findings which could be used for studies in which generalisation is the aim.

Religion is believed to be a sensitive topic of research and discussion that gives rise to intense emotions and biased views (de Leon, 2014; Nath, 2014; Engel, 2012). Thus, entirely honest discussions may have been inhibited by the sensitivity of the topic, thereby skewing the reality of the participants’ attitudes presented.

Questions regarding the church retail products purchased relied wholly on the memory of the participants. In some cases, the participants gave accounts of purchases which occurred several years prior to the date of the interview, and thus accurate recall of purchase behaviours may have been limited.

The list of church retail products shown to the participants during the course of the interviews may not have been exhaustive of all types of church retail products sold throughout South Africa. Therefore, the results of this study may not encompass attitudes towards the types of products that were possibly excluded from the list.

The tri-component attitude model, which was used as the framework upon which to base the findings, is only one of a number of theoretical models that have been constructed in order to grasp consumer attitudes and is not considered to be exhaustive. Thus, the findings presented may not encompass all the elements that make up consumer attitudes in reality.
6.5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study focuses on investigating the attitudes of church members towards church retailing and various types of church retail products, in Cape Town. This study could be replicated with a focus on other areas in South Africa in order to augment research on this topic in a South African context.

Although the size of selected sample was within the scope of this study and a number of valuable issues were identified and explored, the sample size was small. A study carried out using a larger sample size could yield results that may slightly differ from the results of this study.

As the tri-component attitude model is only one of a number of models used to measure attitudes, it may not encompass other aspects believed to comprise consumer attitudes. Future studies may make use of other attitude models in order to expand the construct in this regard.

Transparency regarding the manner in which churches handle funds generated from church retailing was found to be of key importance to many of the participants of this study. Thus, future studies may explore the influence of a church’s financial transparency on the attitudes of their audiences. This could be uniquely explored in various academic fields such as theology, psychology, social sciences and marketing.

This study focused on exploring the views of members of the Christian religion. Future studies may explore whether different belief systems may have differing views.
6.6. CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter provided further discussion of the findings discussed in chapter 5, highlighting insights drawn from the key findings and discussing the implications for church retailers. This discussion included a graphic representation of the key findings regarding religious consumer attitudes towards church retailing in the form of the tri-component attitude model. The limitations of the study were then presented, and the chapter concluded with recommendations for future research.
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APPENDIX A: CHURCH MARKETING BILLBOARDS
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APPENDIX B: DISCUSSION GUIDE

Opening

My name is Nqobile, and I’m currently doing my Masters of Commerce in Marketing at UCT, and for the purpose of my research I would like to hear some of your views regarding church retailing.

Theoretical introduction to the study, purpose and explanation of confidentiality

Church and business have, in the past, been two fields that people don’t usually associate with each other. But evidently, many churches have been using business-like methods, such as marketing, trading, etc. in order to raise funds, or raise awareness about themselves, or social issues, or various other reasons.

My Masters study is aimed at getting an idea of what people’s attitudes are towards churches using these types of commercial methods- more specifically the selling of products, as well as their attitudes toward the different types of products that churches sell. My ultimate aim is to help churches understand their target market more, and be able to structure their retailing efforts more effectively, so I will be asking the target market directly. I will be interviewing 25 people in total in an attempt to gain some rich insights. The best way to do this is to just sit down and have an open, mostly unstructured conversation -to get to the root of your views.

Depending on how much you have to say, our discussion could take from anything from 30 minutes to an hour of your time.

This research has been approved by the Commerce Faculty Ethics in Research Committee. Your participation in this research is completely voluntary and you can choose to withdraw from the research at any time. You will not be asked to give me any identifiable information, and any identifiable information observed will be kept completely confidential. Your identity will remain anonymous; I would only be using the insights you give me about the topic.
Are you happy to participate in this interview?

I’ll be asking you a few questions to try guide the conversation, but you are welcome to discuss as much as possible.

**Questions addressing research objectives**

1. What do you think the reason is for churches engaging in retailing?

2. What’s your attitude towards churches that engage in retailing?

3. Have you ever purchased any products from a church?

I am going to show you a list of categories of products I have researched that are sold by a number of churches across South Africa. Please have a look at this list for a few minutes. You can refer to it if you need to for the next questions.

4. What types of products have you purchased from a church? *This can be referred to as categories, no need to name specific products such as book names, etc.*

5. What is your main reason for purchasing each of those types of products?

6. What types of products have you seen a church sell that you would not purchase? *Again, this can be referred to as categories, no need to name specific products.*

7. Why would you not purchase those products?

8. What do you think are the reasons people in general purchase products from a church?
9. What value do you assign to the products that you have bought from a church, i.e. what importance do the products have in your life?

10. What products have you seen being sold by a church that you do not think should be sold by a church?

11. What products have you never seen being sold by a church that you think should be sold by a church?

Closing

Thank you very much for taking the time to participate in this research. Do you have anything else you would like to add that we have not covered already?

I should have all the information I will need. I will be using this interview in conjunction with others to help gain insight for my study. Would it be okay with you if I contacted you again in case there’s any information I still need? You are welcome to contact me if you have anything you would like to ask me regarding the study.
## APPENDIX C: CHURCH RETAIL PRODUCT LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bibles</td>
<td>Various versions of bibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>Books on various topics, magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia</td>
<td>CDs and DVDs, recorded events, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>T-shirts, caps, jeans, dresses, socks, shoes, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewellery</td>
<td>Earrings, bracelets, rings, necklaces, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td>Pens, notebooks, staplers, bookmarks, backpacks, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories</td>
<td>Handbags, keychains, laptop &amp; phone covers, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning products</td>
<td>Washing powder, dishwashing liquid, fabric softener, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td>Lotions, fragrances, soap, petroleum jelly, oils, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom products</td>
<td>Towels, washing cloths, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutlery and crockery</td>
<td>Plates, glasses, mugs, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Meals, snacks, confections, drinks, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s products</td>
<td>Toys, games and other entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household &amp; home products</td>
<td>Linen &amp; blankets, home decor, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Umbrellas, candles, water bottles, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>